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ABSTRACT

Improvement of transient stability

of power
systems interconnected with a tie-line is a basic
objective consj-dered in this thesis. Control of
reactive and real power at various positions in the
leads to two methods
considered herein for increasing t,ransient stability"
power systems and tie-line

Several real and reactive

controllers
are presented. for improvíng tie-line transient
stability.
In part,icular, a variable reactor is
po\Árer

shunt controller and compensator
for consideration as a possible alternative to series

proposed as a tie-line

tie-lines "
Studies showing effect of various controllers
in power system models are presented. These studies
indicate that significant improvement in transient
stability may be obtained without constructing
additional paralleI transmission lines.
compensated

IJ.].
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DEFINITTON OF

TERMS

The following terms are specifically defined for use

throughout this thesis

:

Power system.

An electric power transmission
network comprising ac and dc
transmission lines, generatorsu
and. loads"

Tie-1ine.

Any interconnecting transmission
line between t\^¡o power systems "

Transfer reactance.

The effective series reactance of
a length of transmission 1ine

which is adjusted. for the effects
of line capacitarcê¡ shunt and

series reactive components, and
transmission propagation phenomenao

Slability..

The abilit,y of a power system or
interconnected power systems to
maintain synchronism.

TiS-lile_cgntrolIeq.

Any device or equipment associated
with a tie-Iine for the purpose of
increasing stability between or
within power systems.

Power

phase angle between ac voltage

.angJg.

vectors at each end of an ac
transmission line.

Transient _slability"

Dynami.c

stability.
'

The abirity of power systems at
each end of an ac tie-line to maintain synchronism through the first
power angle swing across the tíeline following a system disturbance.
The abirity of power systems at
each end of an ac tie-line to maintain synchronism after the first
swing of power angle across the tieline following a system di_sturbanceu

xal-

LIST OF

SYMBOLS

Units are converted to per unit values when applicable"
ac Alternating currenL (amps).
aLra2 Areas associated with equal area criterion.
A ,B
Transmission line constants.
r.o
to
^o'f"o

b
dc
D
ô
ô

Constant defined on page 7.

Direct current (amps) "
Damping constant (MW/radian/second).
Peak swing angle across a t.ie-Iine (radians)"
Instantaneous power angle between Thevenin
voltages at each end. of tie-li-ne (radians).

ô-c Power angle across the t.ie-Ij.ne at which the
static compensator discontinues its saturation
characteristic (radians) .
A Slzmbol to indicate incremental va1ue.
Er rEr
equivalent, voltage magnitudes at each
- Thevenin
end of a tie-line (KV) ,
EHV Extra high volts
above 300 KV.
Hì rH., Inertia constants of equivalent power systems
Á L at each end of a t,ie-Iine (¡¡w-secr/MvA) .
j
Complex function Æ. "
K Efficiency constant, for series compensation"
K'

Incremental constant for a tie-line
(Mw'/radian)'

Kf Constant defined on page I "
KV Voltage magnitude in kilovolts.

AP/46

XI]-I

1 Length of transmission line section (miles) "
MW Real power in megawatts.
IvIVA Megavolt-amps.
MVAR Megavolt-amps react,ive power"
01

Absolute inst.antaneous angle of Thevenin ac
voltages of equivalent power systems at each
end of the tie-line (radians).
ô Peak power transfer capability of lossless
transmission line (MW) "
P.-, Stead.y state po\,ver transferred along lossless
transmission line (MW) "

r0,

PrP,
,

Instantaneous power transferred along lossless

transmission line

(MW).

PA Damping po\.ver (MW) .
p"uo Per unit.
q Constant defined on page 11 (UVe).
S Laplace operator.
y' Performance index d.efined on page 79.
Duration of temporary povüer system fault (seconds),
. L^¡t1
(JI
V,. Voltage magnitude at terminals of shunt
controller (KV) "
tr) Po\der system ac frequency (radians/second) ,
XC Capacit,ive reactance (ohms).
xr,
Tota1 effective transfer reactance of the
transmission line between t\,fo por,fer systems (ohms) "
Xr- Tota1 series reactance of the transmission 1ine
with series and shunt compensating devices
included (ohms ) .
YI Transmission line un.it admittance (mhos/miIe) .
Transmission line section admittance (mhos) "
""

xiv
InstanLaneous admittance of shunt controller
Y..oYn.>
\' v'
(mhos ) .

Y^
Þ
z1
L
z

Total effective admittance of transmissíon line
and shunt controller at terminal of shunt
controller (mhos).
Transmission line unit, series impedance
(ohms/mile)

"

Transmission line secLion series impedance (ohms).

INTRODUCTTON

Electricgeneratingstationswereinitially
installed in close proximity to centres of population and
industry so that supply to one city or town was independent
from adjacent electric power systems'
fncreased demand for el-ectricity at reasonable rates
forced system interconnections through transmission lines

in order to rationalize electric loads and generators"
Firstly, it is often cheapest to construct generating
stations at energy sources and transmit the electricity
through transmissÍon lines to the centres of demand.
secondly, a reduction of total installed generating
capacity is possible when small po\^¡er systems are integrated
into larger systems, hence minimizing capital costs but
still maintaining or improving retiability of supply" A
third reason for expanding pcwer systems is that large

capacity equipment can be used to take advantage of the
cheaper rate of Power generation"
TodayinthelgT0'srpowersystemshaveexpanded
to many gigawatts of generation, but stilt the basic
economic advantages of continued interconnection exist"
Extra high voltage transmission lines are being constructed
to interconnect adjacent po\der systems"
vJhen transient disturbances or faults tend to
drive interconnected power systems out of synchronism and

2

into instability, large surges of current can flow through
the tie-Iine until protective circuit breakers isolate
the two power systems. Separating the power systems allows
independent recovery to stability and is the usual way of
protection against severe transient faults. If the power
flow through tie-lines can be rapíd1y controlled,
par.ticularly d.uring transient power surgles, then increased
damping of the total power system is possible with an
increase in limits of stabilitYThe purpose and aim of this dissertation is to
present several effective means of improving stability
between two interconnected power systems without
necessarily constructing additional tie-lines "
Reactive power control of a tie-line is to
effectively control its transfer Ímpedance by either
series or shunt reactive devices" With a constant reactance
device the transmission line is said to be compensated'.
If the reactance device is capable of varying its reactance
then the transmission line is said to be controlled.
Reactive power controllers and. compensation devices will
be evaluated and it will be shown that shunt compensation
and control is a competitive alternative to series
compensation and series capacitor switching. A design

procedure for shunt reactive povTer controllers will be

demonstrated. AIso a shunt compensation and control
device for tie-Iine control will be presented as a
possible means of achieving an economic alternative to

series capacitors

"

3

Real power control is to inject real power into the
power system to counteract system power swings and power
The high voltage dj-rect
surgies to improve stability.

current transmission link as a real power controller will
be studied with the emphasis on using its ac damping
controls to their maximum capability to improve system
d.amping.

Advantages of rapid. power control through tie-lines

are:

1" Increased steady state power transfer capability.
2. Delayed construction of tie-lines to be add.ed in
parallel to existing transmission lines; that is,
providing reliability criteria remain satisfied.
3. Reduced series compensation possible because stability
limits increased"
4. Improved combined power system transient stability"
5" Possible improvement of system reliability'
6" possible elimination of dynamic instability or postfirst-swing instability with increased system damping"
7, Tie-Iine protection relay settings may be relaxed a
little to atlow larger power swings during transient
disturbances "

It is hoped' above'aII other things that this
thesis wilt ad.d understanding of the electric power system
to the reader"

CHAPTER

1

INALYSIS OF TTE-LTNE

CONTROL

1.0 A mathematical tie-line model"
The essence of tie-line control is to increase
combined povrer system transient stability and damping"
To illustrate by a simple mathematical model how tie-Iine
control can be attained, consider a two machine equivalent
pov/er system separated by a lossless reactive transmission
tie-line as in Figure 1"1. A lossless transmission
line is an approximation used in many po\¡/er system
stability studies" For this example the reactive
transmissíon line as shown in Figure 1"1 is sufficient
to allow two ways to be demonstrated in which power
system stability can be improved.

Erþ,

Erß,

H¡

tJ
tt2

Systen I

Figure

1"1 Sinple po!\'er

Systen
system

2

with tie-I1ne.

Essential quantities and components are
per unit values for convenience and are defined
follows;

]-n
aÐ

5

xr,

= Total effectíve transfer reactance
of the tie-Iine between System I and
System 2"

voltage magnitudes at each
Á, Et4 = Equivalent
end of tie-line"
,0"* , 0., = Equivalent voltage phase angles at each
end. of tie-line"
H" , H,., = Equivalent system inertia constants
*
at each end of tie-line"
$ = e" 0,., and is the relative Phase
aågIe 6etween voltages El and Er"
Two cases of the tie-line control problem are
considered. The first case considers a linear solution
for ô for different values of line reactance X.L following
a perturbation. The second case considers a linear
solution for different amounts of damping on System I
8.,

for the same perturbation. The object of these two
cases is to show that the maximum excursion of angle 6
following a system disturbance is minimized. with reduced
interconnecting line reacLance and./or by increasing
system damping. A reduced maximum excursion of 6
following a system disturbance indicates improved power
system transient stability, a most desirable state"
1"1 Tie-line stability as a function of line reagta.nge X""
The power transfer P along the transmission line
is defined by the well known equation,
E',

E"

p= *"sinô
-'L
The linearized equation for incremental power

(I"1)

transfer is found from equation 1,1 to
ÂP

' ErE^

=

{t'^L

co= ôo

be

Aô,

(1.2)

where

ô,o = steadv state value of ô
= incremental displacement of ô from
^ô such that
$=6o+Aô
AP

Â

"o

= corresponding incremental power transfer
from steadv state value Po such that

Þ=Þ+^Þ
* -o

For fixed values of 81, 82, and X",
ÂP

where

xr=

= K'^ô

-ll3

(1"3)

,

E" E.

Àro co=

ô

The angles of the voltages at each end of the

tie-line are dependent upon the respective system
inertias and the tie-line power flow" If power flow is
from System 1 to System 2 (See Figure 1"1) then change
in 0I due to incremental increase in power Ap is given by
'

-LtJ

O
^^
Aot
= 'Zffir
I

"

^P

,

(1"4)

where Â0f = small change ín voltage angle gt
,o = power _system ac frequency in radians per
secono.

S = Laplace operator j

o

Ht = System 1 inertia constant.
Similarlyo change in voltage angÌe of System
due to the same increase in power flow Ap is
agz =

ûJ

(1" s)

Âp ,
z#""
¿

where Â02 = small change in voltage angle

2

02.

Consequently, relative change in power angle ô across
the transmission line is defined. by
(1" 6)

Equations 1.3, I.4, 1.5, and 1.6 define the
dynamic state of the simple linear model of Figure 1.1,
These equations are represented by block diagram in
I

Figure r"2, and can be assimilated into a singre
order linear differential equation for case I as

s2^ô+bAô=0,

where

o=

KíJ

äo-

[L.h]

second

(1. 7)

Figrrre

1.2

BLock tliagran

of

r.mdanped.

To solve the differential

linear

power system"

equation L.7, boundary

conditions must be defined and will depend upon the
initiating disturbance" A suitable solution is obtained
when the system is disturbed with a perturbation
approaching an impulse function, thus approximating a
self-clearing system faul-t. The solution is:
.Kç

A6---:sin-6t,
/6
where

and

I(ri =

(1"8)

å* l, = o
Fr Er

= ----::
,'L cos

ô

.

'o|',

r'l

" -lq"\'l

9

d6
æ at time zero is a function of the disturbance
magnitude, and so¡ for a particular fault, is considered
as a constant Kr" The maximum excursion of
can be
^ô
determined from the solution and is seen to be directly
proportional- to ,/TL for a gi-ven fault.
I"2 Tie-Iine stabili,ty as a function_of darnping.
Case 2 considers a similar linear solution with
damping power added at one end of the tie-line to the
power system of I'igure 1"1" An expression for the
damping po\,ver APa is obtained by assuming arbitrarily
that it is directly proportional to System I frequency.
Such an assumption is analogous to the way amortisseur
windings of generators contribute damping power to a
power system. If D is a d.amping constant, then

APd = D"Aûrl

where

,

(1"e)

Âr1 = -'t

ryne

= change in per unit rotational
velocity of vector E.t "
The block diagram for case 2 is essentially the

as case I, except that the damping power Àpd is
added as shown in Fiqure 1"3"
same

10

Figr:re

1"J

Block dlagram

of Linear

power systen vrith danping"

The linear second order differential

equation

derived from the block diagram of Figure 1"3 is

E- * L]
s2^6+lg-q-+S
2Ht
2
nrj n^ =0
L*t

[1_"10)

If the system is disturbed similarl-y to case I
by a perturbation approaching an impulse function, then
the solution is
AÔ

where

=

K.r - â¡-

"2' sin qt,

q

_dô
Kf -æ

It =
I

o

c1"11)

11
D

ñ
þ=

L

Ktoolr
r2 LA
lH-

,11
n2)

-r

-l

A sorution of the "first swing" is plotted for
case I and case 2 in Figures r"4 and r"5 respecLivery.
These solutions depict the maximum excursion of the
povrer angle aô following the same fault disturbance

and, hence, indicate the relative transient stabiritv
of the faulted system.

Figure 1.4 shows solutions of case I for
different values of Iine reactancu XL. It can be seen
that the system¡-s transient stability is increased with
reduced value of inductive line reactance since peak
magnitude of excursion of
reduces with reduced x""

^ô
Figure 1.5 shows solutions of case 2 for differing
values of damping constant D with fixed rine reactance
xL = 0"41. Transient stability increases with increased
damping

"

1"3 Two factors affectin transient stability,
The very important concrusions to be emphasized
at this point are, f irstly, the maximum po\^/er angle
of the first swing across a transmission rine followinq
a disturbance is minimized if the equivarent rine
impedance is effectively minimized t ey the ratio Er\r/x,

12

Á6

Xt =-0'41

1"0
0)

{i
+do
.tÞà

Xr-=

o,g
0.8

0'328

= 0.256

cü
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m

É
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Eigure 1"4 Solution to eqr:ation 1.7 showlng effect o3 X1e-llne
reactance on system transient stabl1ltY"
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Figure

1"5 Solution of

eqr:ation 1oï0 showJ-ng effect of danplng
on system transient stabiLity,

I4

is maximized, Second1y, the maximum power angle of
the first swing across a transmission line following
a disturbance is also minimized if damping within the
combined total power system is increased" In bríef,
transient stability across a tie-line i-s increased with
reduced effective line reactance, andr/or with increased
system damping.

L"4 Variatioïì, of tie-line transfer reactance"
The effective series reactance of a tie-line
can be red.uced by the following ways
1"4"1 Constructing an additional transmission line
in parallel with the existing tie-line( S) "
L.4"2 ïnserting a series capacitor in the tie-line.
1"4"3 Removing a shunt reactor off the tie-Iine"
L"4"4 Inserting a shunt capacitor onto the míddIe of the
å

tie-1ine "
It is possible to show tl] that by means of a
T-to-n transformation, switching a shunt capacitor
onto the middle of an ac intertie or switching a shunt
reactor off from there is equivalent to insertion of
a series capacitor" This insertion and removal technique
can control the equivalent tie-line series reactance
to improve t.ota1 system transienL stability and damping
and is known as "reactive power control. "
1" 5

Rgal powe5 damping.

is inj ected or withdrawn f rom
the power system in a controlled manner to improve
ff

real

po\,üer
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t,ransient stability and damping, then thís is known
as "real power control. " Case 2 studied above is an
example of real power damping where damping power AnA
is actual1y added or subtracted from the system (see
Figure 1"3). An obvious example of real power control
is the use of brakingi resistors near generator terminals"
Excitation stabilisation of generators and turbine
giovernor action are also examples of real po\der control"
Various methods of achieving po\^ler system

stability and tie-line control are covered in a clear
and descriptive manner by E. !f. Kimbark in reference tZl "
The theory and comments of Kímbark in this paper are
important but not duplicated herein, except for this
quotation on tie-line control:
The prevalent opinion seems to be that
ínstability of the interties can be avoided by
building stronger interties, that is, more lines
or higher voltage lines. This solution is very
effective but very expensive. I{oreover, it is
unnecessary if equally effective but cheaper
methods are available " t2l
This dissertation extends Kimbark's discussion
on po\^rer system stability L^ to particularly examine
the effectiveness and benefits of various methods of
tie-line control"
1"6 Ana]ytical- methods for power system studies.
Analytical tools are necessary for studying a
po\¡rer system during transient and dynamic conditions,
to evaluate not only methods of tie-line control, but
all aspects of controlling and testing stability of
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the system" Design must be optimized to ensure stability
and reliability
and to minÍmize costs. Unfortunately,
no particular model of a power system is perfecL because
of the complexity of the defining functions and
inaccuracy of values of known parameters. It is always
good practice to obtain similar results from at least
two basically different analytical methods of studying
povüer systems before making conclusions" Analytical
studies of power systems including tie-lines can be
made by use of the following tools:
1"6"1 Small signal analysis. Linear equations of a
povrer system can be developed, and. if suitably
neduced, the d.ifferential equations can be solved
or control theory applied. The simple analysis
in sections 1.1 and 1. 2 of thís char¡ter is an
example of sma1l signal analysis "
1"6"2 Simplified digital analysis. The digital
computer can be used to model a reduced power
system in simplified form by assuming constant
busbar voltages

1.6"3 Complex d.igital analysis. Power systems programs
for digital computer analysis exist and are
Iarge enough to model any expected system. The
advantage is the high degree of complexity
available, but operating cost is prohibitive"
1"6"4 Analogue computer" The analogue computer can
easily solve the approximate differential

L7

equations of the power system, but is limited

by the size of the system"
1"6.5 Hybrid computer" To obtain advantages of
both analogue and digital representation, the
hybrid computer can be used. Further developments
include the use of the network analyser forming
the complex hybrid analogue computer,/network
analyser

"

1"6"6 Direct símulation" Actual small scale models
including micromachines, electronic machine
models, and a dc link can be used as an
effective means of studying the power system,
or portions of it"
1"6"7 Electrical network analogue" Passive analogue
circuits are used to simulate the power system
with linear equations" Active elements usíng
operational amplifiers are used in control
Ioops of governors, d.c link, and other control
devices. It is a very effective and inexpensive
\,¿ay to determine po\der system natural frequencies
and d.ampi^g, and to optimize controls" t3l
1.7 Accuracy in power system modelllng.
studies
trVhen system desi-gn requires many stability
and cases to be run, it ís questionable whether each

study be made using a complex digital analysis or
expensive power system stability program" It has been
shown by llammons and Winning

t4l

how mathematical models
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of the synchronous machine and system under transient
conditions compare with actual system performance"
Even when the full S-winding machine equations,
including an allowance for saturation are employed,
there is a significant difference between the actual
test results and the analytical model results for the
same disturbance. Furthermore, when many variations
of exciter, machine, and governor representation were
Lested analytically against the actual system, the
errors between many simplified system models and. the
most mathematically accurate model were not as
significant as the errors between the accurate model
and the actual test performanceu No matter how
mathematically accurate an analytical pov/er system
model may be, there will remain si-gnificant error in
results compared t,o actual system transient performance
because of the accuracy with which machíne and svstem
data is known"
1" I Powef:, system control_studies "
The obvious procedure, therefore, when many
stability studies must be undertaken in power system
design, is to, firstly, perform all studies on a
simplified and cheap analytical model until the
optimum design is established, then, secondly, use the
complex digital representation to confirm the design"
A comparative chart of analytical methods for power
system analysis is given in Figure 1"6.
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1"9 A:oalytical methods used in this studL.
Analytical methods used in this dissertation to
show the capability of various tie-line control
techniques are:

1"9"1 Small signal analysis" In sections 1.1 and I"2
of this chapter two linear mathematical cases
illustrate how tie-line control can be attained,
i:"", through reactive power control and through
real power control"
1"9.2 Simplified d.igital analysis. A three machine,
undamped, non-Iínear power system model was
developed and programmed on digital computer"
This model enabled tie-line controllers to be
ad.ded. Because the system was basically
undamped., âny improvement in transient stability
and damping was entirely a result of a tie-line
controller. Consequently, a comparison of the
effectiveness of various tie-line control
techniques could be made. More information on
this three-machine, non-linear model is found
1"9.3

in Appendíx I"
Complex digital analysis " A general digital
non-linear power system stabilíty program entitled
DENA was developed to analyze a complex power
system" This program (DENA) is specifically suited
for tie-line control analysis, firstly, because
its algorithm is such that any transmission

2L

line series reactance or other power system
feactance can vary continuously with time without
the need of matrix inversion or replacement of
admittance or impedance matrices, and, secondly,

control functions are easíly added" A twelvemachine power system approximating Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and the United States systems was

obtained from Manitoba Hydro and fed into this
program, and the effects of tie-line

control

on

a "reaI" svstem were studied. More information
on DENA is found in Appendix Iï.
1"

10 Conclusd-ons

"

of systems interconnected through
a tie-line can be improved by reducing effective
tie-Iine. series reactance and by increasing

1"10"1 The stability

system damping,

1"10.2 It is not necessary for power system analytical
models to have great mat,hematical accuracy to

obtain significant results in transient stability
and control studies "
1.10.3 For this thesis, three analytical methods are
found to be adequate to determine effectiveness
of tie-Iine control techniques'
1"10.4 Optimizing power system control functions may
require trial and error analysis which can only
be done efficiently if an adequate, cheap to run
po\^¡er system model is used" The complex digital
power systems program is necessary as a final check
on design.
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CHAPTER

2

RATING OF REACTIVE POWER TTE-LTNE CONTROLLERS

2"0 Series and shunt reactive power control of tie-llnes"
Improvement of po\^ler system stability can be
effected by controlled variation of tie-line series or
shunt reactance" As mentioned in the previous chapter,
swit.ching a capacitor in series with the transmission
line is equivalent to switching out a shunt reactor or
switching in a shunt capacitor" In this chapter a
method ís outlined for evaluating and comparing Èhe
maximum reactive MVAR capacity for both series and shunt
controllers based on transient stability requirements"
However, the methods of switching or varying the
controlling reactance are includ.ed in chapter 3.
2"L lransmíssion line representation"
If a transmission line is less than one-hundred
miles in length, it can be represented by a simple
"eguivalent 'rT" single phase circuit" The series
impedance component of the equivalent TT is a linear
function of the per mile impedance and the admittance
shunt component at each end of the line is a linear
function of the per mile admittance" However, the
transmission line is considered "Iong" when greater
than one-hundred miles in length, and t.he equivalent. n
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representation is valid only íf the series and shunt
components are modified to allow for transmission
propagation phenomena" If the transmission line series
impedance is Z, ohms per miIe, the shunt admíttance is
Y,I mhos per mile and the transmission line section is

miles long, then the equivalent T line components
for short and long lines are shown in Table 2"L
For the purpose of this disserLation, the following
two approximations are made to simplify presentation and
clarify methods:
1,

) Short líne equivalent n sections are
to buii-d. up a transmission line"
b.) Lossless 'bransmission lines onlr¡ are
a"

cons

idered

used

"

The error in using short line n equivalent sections

is minimized when several such sections are used in
cascade to represent the long transmission Iine" The
effect of line losses is also minimized when line
reactance is significantly greater than line resistance.
Equivalent r line
components

Series

Transmission line
Iess than 100 miles

Transmission line
greater than 100 miles

impedance

component Zf

Shunt admittance

component Yr.

T
Table 2"I

Æsinh
cosh

(rTrre.)

(.Firrr) -r

"'t
f.Sinh(
*1

Equivalent T line components for short
long transmission lines "

lZ1Y19"')

and
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2"2 Series control"
Use of switched series capacitors in tie-line
control has already been investigated" tf], [S] To
conduct economic studies involving effect of series
capaciLors in transmission 1ines, capacitor MVAR rating
must be determíned" Capacitor rating can be easily
resolved from the graph of Figure 2.1 which is
developed from basic equations as follows" Let the
total effective series ínductive reactance of the
transmission line (including system Thevenin reactances
at each end) be X" per unit, and the Thevenin voltage
sources at each end of the line be both 1"0 per unit with
a phase angle d.ifference of ô degrees. Series capacitors
are placed in the transmission line with a total
capacitive reactance of X" per unit" The effectiveness
of the series capacitors to act as compensators is
dependent upon their position along the line as well as
the position of any shunt reactive devices. An
"efficiency" factor 'K' can be d.efined fA] so that with
the series capacitance in the transmission line, the
total effective serj-es reactance of the whole line X- is
I

defined

as

XT=XL-KXC

where

(2

"r)

K - "efficiency" factor which can
vary between 0.5 and I"5,
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theory, the per unit
reactive power (MVAR) developed across an inserted series
capacitance of X" per unit capacitive reactance is
From simple ac circuit

MVAR

- (r,ine current)

2X^

4 sd-n2 (6/2) v
_-_"c
Xt'
which can be rearransed so that
KXc
- 4i;j-',1!6/2)
--L--'
2 -"T

MVAR,x.,K

[r-51
t ilJ

(2"2)

--L

Equation 2'"2 enables percentage effective series
capacitive reactance (KX"/X" x I00) to be plotted.

against the product of the per unit series capacitor
reactive power, line reactance X" and "efficiency"
factor K for various phase angles of ô across the
transmission line" C See Figure 2"I")
For an example, the total effective inductive
reactance of a transmission line (including Thevenin
source reactance at each end) is XL = 0.927 per unit,
and 252 series capacitive reactive compensation is

beíng considered for series capacitor switching"
Consider that the efficiency of compensation K is
determined to be 0.9" Consequently, the percentage

effective series capacitive reactance is
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xn

K*x100=0"9x25=22"5
^L

Figure 2.I, for $ = 90o, the product MVAR.*".* = 0.73.
Therefore, MVAR = Y2
X""K = Hå_----0.927 x 0.9 = 0.875 per unit.
This is the series capacitor rating for $ = 9Oo
From

However, operation at 90o phase angle across

the transmission line is usually only a transient condj-tion.
Therefore, the series capacitor can be derated depending
on its overload capability" Possibly, the series
capacitor could be derated. to one-half its 90o rating,
so that the continuous rating would be 0.437 per unit
t{VaR)" Contrast this rating wi th the 25e" series capacitor
rated. to wíthstand. only a steady state 30o phase angle
across the total effective line. From Figure 2"I,
the 30o stead.y state rating is found to be O.l2 per unit"
If the series capacitor can transiently withstand twice
Íts steady state rating, then from Figure 2"L it can
be found that the 0.12 per unit rating of series
capacitor can just survive a transient power angle
swing from 30o to 45o maximum across the transmission
line "
This example illustrates the limitation of series
capacitors in tie-lines" Further problems are¡
2"2"L The problem of optimizing the short time overload
capability of capacitors to withstand transient
power angle swings"
2"2"2 Capacitor protection devices tend to remove the
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seríes capacitor at a time when it is most
needed, i:e" the peak of the transient swing"
2"2"3 The availability of fast opening and reclosing
switches necessary to make capacitor insertion
effective and economical.
2"2"4 Determining the ad.vant.age if ânyr of series
capacitor insertion over series compensation"
2"3 PSactical application for series capacitor switching"
The best application for series capacítor
control is to increase tie-line stability when one of
two parallel lines trips out on fault. This is the
case considered by smith in reference ts] " (see Figure 2"21

ftLgrlre

2.2

stabillty of a paralleI 1i¡e i¡¡terbie with
serles capacitor swltching.
Improwlng

The effectiveness of a tie-line

controller

can

be gauged by the interconnection power angle diagram.

This is based on equation 1"1 and is plotted as potì¡er
transfer PL vs. voltage phase angle or power angle ô
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across the total effective tie-line

reactance" For

the example of Figure 2"2, the power angle d.iagram
is drawn in Figure 2"3 showing effect of two lines inu
one line out, and one line out with series capacitor
inserted "
Both lines

in

paralJ.el

tvlthout serÍes capaeitor.
Ore line only rvith
serles capacitor.

Capacltor wlthd.rawn by
overload protection"

ùrs line only without
serlcs capacltor"

6
POWER ANGLE ACROSS

Flgure

2'3

TIE-LINE

angre dlagraro of two clrcult ac
swltched serf es capacltoro.
Powe:r

Transient stability

lntertle

u¡tth

is improved across the tie-line
if the peak po\¡zer value of the power angle characteristic
is effectively increased" It can be seen from Figure 2"3
that insertion of the series capacitor when only
one line is in service significantly increases the
peak value of the power angle characteristic for that
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Stabilit,y evaluation of the tie-line for any
particular transient disturbance and switching operation
can be determined using the equal area criterion.
2"4 Representation of tie-lines for shunt control"
The representation of a transmission line as
just a series inductive reactance is inadequate when
shunt reactances distributed along the line are to
be used for controlling the line equivalent transfer
impedance" The power angle expression for a transmissåon
line, Íncluding the Thevenin source impedances and
voltages is:
one line.

P_

ErE, Sin

ô

^T

where 8.,r., E,.,
are Thevenin voltage magnitudes at
z end
of the line.
$ = total por¡¡er angle between E, and
Xf = equívalent line

f 2"3)
each
E2

Ímpedance.

The easiest method. to deLermine X- for a transmíssion

line is using ArBrCrD constants which enable the
distributed nature of the line to be accurately
represented. For the examples incl-uded herein, the
transmission line will be'represented by an equivalent
circuit, with ArB,CrD :constants applied to each segment.
Consider the example of a long lossless transmission
line having series inductive reactance jX" per unit
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and total shunt capacitive admittance of jV" per unit.

In addition, a shunt tie-line controller is fixed at
the line mid-point having a maximum capacitive
admittance of iY" per unit" The line approximate
equivalent circuit is formed from two fi equivalent
line sections as shown in Figure 2"4"

Eç1"o/o"

E2=1"O/f

Rigure

2"4

EqulvaJ.ent

clretdt of

with shunt controller"

tr"ansmission I1ne'

Shunt control is effective when a "variable"

or switched reactance capable of operating in both
capacitive and inducLive modes is positioned at the
line centre (or for very long transmission lines,
two or possibly three shunt controllers will be needed
distributed equally spaced along the line at third
or quarter points respectively) " During fault
conditions when the transient po\¡{er angle ô increases
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across the line, it is desirable to force the míd-point

voltage V- high by increasing shunt capacitance.
Consequentlyo the transfer impedance of the transmission
line is reduced, and the stability limit increased"
Unfortunately, the mid-point voltage or Ferranti overvoltage must be límited for insulation reasonsl and so
the performance of shunt control is inhibited"
From Figure 2.40 let the total shunt admittance
at the mid.-point of the transmission line be jY"
Therefore,

jYs=jYc+*n"tunit

(2"4\

The transmissíon líne including shunt controller

is represented by ArBrCrD constants thus¡

Ë"

:l

il[ïL]

1F

1þ

(2"51

Solving this equation for Bo gives the equivalent

line

impedance which

is

Bo =

*t-

- *""r]

(2"6)

The power angle relationship for the transmission

line is found by substituting equation 2"6 into 2"3:
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-

4E1E)

Ð = --l--i-

""

[a

-

Sin

ô

c2"71

rl,Ys]

Usíng this technique, it is possible to

solve the equivalent line impedance for two and
three or more shunt reactances distributed along
the transmission line
However, consider just the single controller
at line centre as shown in Figure 2"4" By ac circuit
theory, the mid-point voIÈage magnitude V" is found to

2/2ffi
\,
uB = -g-ryrf--

*^_.,*r.
Per unat

be

(2"8)

This expression assumes the magnitudes,'of the
end Thevenin voltages remain fixed at 1"0 per unit
each. From equation 2"8 ít is possible to determine
the reactive po\^/er rating of a mid-point shunt controller.
From equation 2"8"
xl,Ys

=4'

zuff,¡¡"=

u

vg

c2"e)

Taking into account equation 2.4, then

r.fî[ ¡ sõs-T xlYl,
"L-c'vB2(2"10)
v

v

A

ay L\J.

per unit
If V" = 1.0 per unit, then YCVgt ""
reactive power of a shunt admittance Ya for a phase
angle ô "
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Thus equation 2"I0 becomes
(I{VAR

of controller).X" = 4 * 2¡[fl;-T

X- Y-

--T

Equation 2"II is plotted in Figure 2"5

)r

JJ

(2"

as

ô, for various values of XLYI,. Equation
2"11 or the graph in Fj-gure 2"5 enables the admit,tance
and rating of a shunt controller in a transmission
line to be determined to maintain the volts at the
controller of a desired value for various por^ler angles
across the transmission line" This is important when
comparisons are to be made with series compensated lines.
2"5 RStj-ng the:shunt co+trolIer.
Consider the following example to i1lustrate how
the stead.y state reactive power rating of a shunt
controller can be d.etermined " A 500 kV single circuit
line is four-hundred miles long. The series uncompensated line reactance includíng Thevenin reactances at
each end is XL = 0"927 p.u" (per unit) " The total
distributed capacitive reactance is LtL = 1.0 p.u.
MVAR.xr
Lzvs o

Theref

ore,

'!-!
- o '227 -x 1" o
z________T_=ú".ro.r"

/YV

If the transmission line is stably loaded when
the power angle g = 30o, then from equation 2,11 or
Figure 2.5, the reactive power of the shunt controller
to maintain 1.0 p.u. vo1t.s at line centre is -0.4 p.u"
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reactive power. The negative sign indicates the shunt
reactance of the controller must be ínductive for
this loading and condition of the line, and is just
an indícation of the normal inductive shunt compensation
needed at line centre.
However, the operation of an effective shunt
controller is such that the full load stead.y state
po\^¡er angle across the transmission line can be
increased stil1 maintaining transient stabili-ty"
Consider a shunt controller which can effectively
maintain mid-Iine volts at. 1.0 per unit during
transient swings up until the total po\^ler angle
across the transmission line reaches $ = 90o' Assume
the steady state operatíng pov/er angle across the
transmission line can be increased to $ = 55o. From
equation 2.11 or from the graph of Figure 2.5, the
shunt controller at line-centre must be rated at
0.0 per unit reactive power for $ = 55o, but for $ =
the rating of the shunt controller must be 0'76 pollo
capacitive

9Oo,

"

This example illustrates how the shunt controller
must be capable of varying quickly, and. if it is to
replace series compensation must operate in the inductive
mode for small power angles and in the capacitive
for large power angles.
2.6 Comparison_of series and shunt reactive controllers"
An equivalence between series and. shunt control

mode
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and compensation can be mad.e by equating equations

1.1 and 2.7, í"e"
ñE-ffi
_ 4ur.Ersin ô = ul.Ersin

ô

ffi

4xc

from which

^L
---!Ð

-

x,Y-

(2"L2'J

(2.L3)

However, this relationship does not correctly apply
when the shunt admittance is limited by maximum

reactive po\^/er
réquirements between series and shunt control, the
following points should be considered:
2"6
"L !{hen series and shunt reactive ratings to
withstand. large transient power angle swings
allowable line volts.

When comparing

are being determined., it should be realized'
that both reactors and capacitors are capable
of withstanding transient over-loads" Consequently,
the capacitance rating indicated by Figures 2,1
and 2.5 for maximum peak power angles can possibly
be substantially deraLed"
2.6.2 The effectiveness of series capacitors is
dependent on their positioning along the
transmission line and also on the position

of normal line shunt inductive compensation
reactors "

t6:l
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2"6"3 The effectiveness of shunt controllers is also
dependent upon their position along the line
and. whether there is line series compensation"
Idea1ly, the shunt controller performs best
at the line centre and without anv series
compensation

"

2"6.4 A disadvantage of shunt control is that its
transient capability is reduced when the
mid.-point volts Vg is limited to, sayr 115?
of rated volts because of insulation requirements
and. possible corona losses
2"6"5 An ad.vantage of shunt control is iÈs impunity
from line faults, whereas, series capacitors
can be very sensitive to line faults and must
be well protected"
It has been the objective of this chapter to
present a simple method to determíne ratings of series
and. shunt capacitors for reactive power tie-line control"
Evaluating the performance of tie-line controllers
to meet a specified transient stability limit will be
covered in following chapters as will the techniques
for switching or varying shunt reactance to obtain
necessary control.
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CHAPTER

3

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE OF REACTIVE
POWER

TIE-LINE

CONTROLLERS

3.0 Rgactive po:ver tie-line controllers.
The operation and performance of series and
shunt reactive power controllers wíll be examined
and compared in this chapter. The various controllers
studied are listed as follows:
3"0.1 Switched series capacitors"
3.0.2 Switched shunt reactors and capacitors.
3"0.3 Static compensation using saturable reactors"
0.4 Variable reactors "
3.0.5 Short circuit limiting coupling"
Each of these tie-line controllers affects
transfer imped.ance changes in tie-lines by varying or
switching capacitive and./ot inductive reactances.
The techniques for varying reactance are:
ai ) fast acting switches including thyristors
b" ) operating reactors in saturation"
3"

To obtain a comparison of performancê between

controllers ' a three machine pov¡er system
was modeled on digital computer" The exact network
equations were used for a load flow at each computational
time step, but each of the three machines \i\¡ere
represented as voltage behind reactance without damping'
the tie-line
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with no inherent damping in the model, it was possible
to compare the effectiveness of each tíe-line controrler
as the only damping element" (See Figure 3.I.)
A three machine model was chosen because two
swing harmonics will exÍst during dynamic operation.
This case is more "realistic" than the usuar one machine

to infinite busbar case" A fault on the system was
selected to just maintain stability with no tie-Iine
controller functioning" Further information on the
dÍgital program of this model is given in Appendix I.
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€

roachlne power system ¡rodel v¡ith tle-I1ne
control-Ier'and, steady state opez:ating cond.ition,
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3.1 Switched seríes caPacitors.
Inserting a series capacitor in a tie-line
during a transient upswing effectively strengthens
the tie-line so t.hat the diverging power systems on
each end are held together with greater stiffness"
(See Figures 2.2 and 2"3" ) For the three machine
polver system model in Figure 3"1, elementary control
logic was used to insert the capacitor in the tie-line
with the power angle across it increasing and to remove
the capacitor as the power angle across the line decreased".
The d.isturbance was initiated by a three phase fault
to ground of 0"12 seconds duration at machine C.
This fault duration was selected to just maintain
The dynamic swings of the voltage phase
stability.
angle of machine A compared with machine c (infinite
busbar) are shown in Figure 3.2 for four cases, each
subject to the
Case 1,

same

fault"

ttndamped.

These cases are:

swings of machine A with-out

tie-line control"
Case 2" Control with series capacitance =
0"054 per unitr or approximately 7Z
series capacitive reactance
Case 3" Control with 0"f18 per unit or approximately 158 series capacitive reactance"
Case 4' Control with 0.167 per unit or approximately 22so series capacitive reactance"
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It can easily be seen in Figure 3 "2 that with
increased value of the switched series capacitance in
the tie-Iine to machine A, there is a correspond.ing
improvement in transient stability and damping" Smitho
in the conclusion of reference t5] states:
The transient insertion of ten-percent series
capacitive reactance can produce spectacular
increases in transient stability bringing the

t
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power limitation due to transíent stability

to nearly the post_ transient steady state
stability limit" [5j
The results shown in Figure 3"2 do not substantiate
such spectacular improvements in transient stability
for just ten-percent series capacitive reactance"
The fact that more than ten-percent series capacitive
reactance is needed for effective tie-line control
was observed in stability studies of a "real" system
model" Tie-line control was studied with the model
depicted in Figure 3"3 approximating the Saskatchewan*
Manitoba-U"S"A" power systems with the DENA digital
program (see Appendix If).
With a series capacitor
tie-Iine controller in the transmission line between
Brandon and Boundary Dâmr results can be summarized
as follows "
3"1"1 For any significant improvement in combined.
Manitoba and Saskatchewan stability, the series
capacitor should. be rated at least 252 series
reactance

"

3.I.2, The short time rating of the series capacitor
should be sufficient to aIlow large transient
power angle swings across the tie-line
for
swings of 90o or possibly 1300.
3"1"3 The acË.ual capacitive reactance value and rating
of the series tie-line controller would need
to be determined from stability studies and
economic appraisal of performance and cost"
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3,1.4 The cheapest way of strengthening the BrandonBoundary Dam tie-line would be optimum excitation
stabilization of the Brandon and. Boundary Dam
g¡enerators, with a possible feedback signal to
the exciters derived from tie-line current.
(Tie-line current is a function of voltage
phase angle across the tie-line" )
A better application for series capacitor
insertion is in the tie-line between Manitoba and the
U.S.A. The infinite busbar quality of the U"S"A"
power system acts as an anchor for Manitoba, and
reducing the tie-1ine reactance serves to steady the
power angle swings of Manitoba. But again, studies
indicat.e more than 252 seríes capacitive reactance ín
this tie-line would be need.ed for effective stability
improvement" !üith 30U series capacitor control in
the Manitoba-U.S"A" tie-Iine and. a fault at Vüinnipeg
equal to the temporary loss of a pole on the dc tink
of 225 lM (no damping control on the dc link) , swing
curves with and without a switched capacitor are shown
in Figure 3"4" The improvemenL in stability and.
damping is obvious
3"2 Series opLd-mal contlo!.
Theoretical studies have been undertaken using
optimal control techniques to illustrate how a pov¿er
system can be restored to its steady sÈate operating
condition in minimum time after a transient disturbance.

t?l
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The principle of operation ís simple: following

a

transient disturbance, the operatíng power angles of
the power systems at each end of a tie-line tend to
swing apart" Stability is increased using tie-line
control techniques to minimize the peak power angle
swing. With stability maintained the power systems
swing back toward the initial steady state operating
condition" It is d.uring this swing back that optimal
control is achieved" At a computed time during the
backward swing, series capacitance is inserted in the
tie-Iine having more than 100? capacitive reactance¡
say¡ 200? capacitive reactance" The effect of this
action is to suddenly invert the power angle cFraracteristic of the tie-line so that po\^ler flow through the
intertie is reversed" See power angle characteristic
Figure 3 " 5.
Optimal control is achieved when areas 11 = aZ"
Theoretically, the steady state operating condition
will remain restored without any further oscillation.
Comments en this method of optimal control are:
3"2.L There is a possibility of high harmonic and
subharmonic overvoltages with compensation
greater than 1003"
3"2"2 The performance of fast acting switches or
circuit breakers may not be adequate to provide
the exactness of operation required.
Possibly, it is not necessary to resort to
greater than 100å series capacitive reactance to achieve
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3,5 Power angle characteristic Yrith optinal control
using negative li¡e reactar¡ce characteristlc.

optimum control.

The question is raised;

instead

of switching in extra series capacitance during the
backswing, giving a negative power angle characteristicu
why not just open and reclose a line circuit breaker?
That is, remove the tie-line controller just after
the peak of the first transient swing, and then, for
a short interval during the backsrving, open and
reclose the line circuit breaker. The power angle diagram
for this case would be as in Fiqure 3.6,
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The advantage of this method of optimal control

over the negative line reactance method is economics.
If fast auto-reclosing circuit breakers are being used
on the tie-line, then cost of control equipment to

initiate breaker operation on the backswing of large
transient disturbances should be less than the cost of
capacitors and switch"
Furthermore, the possibifity of accurately
computing the exact moment of breaker initiation
is doubtful when considering the uncerLainty to wh-ich
the power system parameters are known. For example'
machine interactions at each end of the tie-line and
the effect of exciter dynamics. Consequently, just
a standard auto-reclosing breaker operation in the
middle of the backswing from large transient disturbances
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may be

just as effectíve as a "computed" optimal

control system
3"3 Swjltched shunt reactors and capacitors.
Many long d.istance high voltage transmission
lines require shunt compensation for an acceptable
balance of reactive power generation and line voltage
profile" The amount and type of shunt compensation
(i.e. whether inductive or capacitive) is dependent
on the transmission line design" It is possible that

lines require inductive shunt
compensation to be switched in even when operating at
maximum designed steady state load" If a tie-line
requires inductive shunt compensation at maximum load,
it is an inexpensive and simple matter to provide
controls which on sensing a transient disturbance,
initiate the fast removal of shunt reactors d.urinq the
first upswing"
Consider an example of the 500 kV, 400 mile single
circuit tie-Iine studied in Chapter 2, section 2.5.
The power base is 1O0O MW" Tota1 series uncòmpensated
líne reactance XL = 0.927 p.u., and the total distributed
p.u.
capacitive reactance is ]tL = L0
Using the equivalent circuit for a long transmission
line as in Figure 2"4, it was found in section 2"5 of
Chapter 2 that if the transmission line was loaded with
a power angle of 6 - 30o, that the effective shunt
ind.ucti-ve reactive power at the line centre must be 0"4 Þou.
some EHV transmission
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a transient disturbance or increase
ín power angle across the transmission line, it is
possible to remove the inductive shunt compensation
and increase the po!úer transfer capability of the
transmission line.
The power angle relationship is found from
Equation 2.7 and with the shunt índ.uctance in is:
On sensing

P = L"L2 Sin

6

However, íf the shunt inductive compensation
is removed so that the line charging capacitance

raises the line volts, the power transfer capability
].S

p= L"22 Sin

6

Thus, it can be seen that removing the shunt compensation
increases the power angle curve as shown in Figure 3.7"
The amount of inductive shunt reactance that can be

r ot shunt capacitance that can be inserted,
is limited by the maximum alrowable l-ine volLage.

removed

By continued removal of shunt compensation
duri-ng upswings of power angre across the tie-line

and

re-insertion during backswings, it is possible to achieve
not only improved transient stability, but also damping.
This is demonstrated using the three machine mod.el
shown in Figure 3.1 and Append.ix I. The shunt
controller consisted effectively of simple logic
switching shunt inductance out and. shunt capacitance in
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Power angle

during upswings and vice-versa for back=*irrg=. Four
cases vlere considered. corresponding to the four cases
of series switched capacitors studied in Section 3"1"
of total shunt reactance was chrosen
in each case to give the same degree of maximum
transient swing for the same fau1L as the series
capacitor cases as in Figure 3"2" These cases are:
Case 1" Undamped swings of machine A without
The magnitude

Case 2.

tie-line control"
Shunt switching between 0"6 P"u"
capacitance and 0.I78 p.u" inductance"

Case 3.

Shunt switching between 0"7 p.u.

capacitance and 0.189 p.u" inductance"
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4" Shunt switching between 0"8 p.u,
capacitance and 0 .2 p. u " ind.uctance
The swing curves for machine A for each of
these shunt controllers are shown in Figure 3"8.
Case
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The main conclusion to be readily observed

in comparing the shunt reactance control performance
with the series reactance control performance (Figure 3.2)
is the additional d.amping obtained. by shunt switching.
This is a result of inductive as rvell as capacitive
switching, whereas series control used onry capacitive
switching" Table 3.1 shows a comparison of maximum
transient reactive power requirements between shunt
and series contror for these cases studied. on the
three machine model. Note that for all cases the
steady state reactive power ratings would be less
than the maximum transient ratings as d.etermined by

the short time capability of the components used.

Short
h
time
Capacitive p.u.

Tnductive p"u"

Seri-es

Shunt

Series

Rating

Rating

Switching Delay
m Sec

Shunt

Series

Shunt

Case

2

0.23

0.6

0"178

50

30

Case

3

0. 61

0"7

0"188

50

30

ase

4

1.08

0.8

0.20

50

30

Tabre

3"1. comparison of series and shunt controrl_er

The effectiveness of series control compared to

shunt control is recluced by the longer switching delay

Ratings
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assigned in this three machine model" Thusr

ân

important consideratíon is the quickness of operation
of switches" The operation times considered in this
model are fast for conventional switches, The

manufacturer of a fast high voltage circuit

switch,

namely S & C Electric Canada Ltd", claim in their

catalogue tAl that their switch can open in eight
cycles. Ideally, a switch for transient control should
operate in two or Èhree cycles; otherwise, the
effectiveness of the controller is significantly
reduced" To make use of reactive components for
damping, the switch must be capable of fast reclosing,
which, unfortunately, means an expensive circuit breaker.
The S & C circuit switch is not capable of fast reclosing.
3"4 The static compensator"
An excellent way of overcoming the limitations

of switching delays in tie-Line controllers is to use
the static compensator" The static compensator is
the result of a lifetime's work by Dr" E. Friedlander
who was responsible for the development of a saturabl_e
reactor which draws ac current relatively free from
.
r^ì
harmonics,
L9J
The main component of the static compensator

is a saturable reactor" The volt-amp characteristic
of a saturable reactor is shown dotted in Figure 3"I0,
while the characteristic of a static compensator is
shown in heavier line.
The cómbination of capacitors
and saturable reactor t.o form the static compensator
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is shown in Figure 3"9" The overall effect of the
static compensator is to maintain constant voltage
at its terminals" As such it is useful for:
3"4"1 Light flicker and voltage dip reduction from
ind.ustrial loads "
3"4.2 Network voltage stabilization"
3.4"3 Power angle stabilization of ac tie-lines"
A comprehensive coverage of the applications
of the saturable reactor and. static compensator in
pohrer sysLems is covered by Reference tlO]

"

The power angle characteristics for the static

mid-point is
found as follows " Assume Thevenin voltages at each
end. of the transmission line remain at 1.0 P.u., and
that the static compensator voltage characteristic
is flat at 1.0 p"u.. Based on Equation 2"3 the power
flow P through the transmission line between its
mid-point and one end is found by the expression
compensator connected to a tie-line

(3"1)

where

However

r

âs

6/2

=

X"/2

=

voltage pov¡er angle across
the transmission line between
mid-point and one end"
series reactance of one-half
Iine section"

the power angle across the line increases,
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the saturated reactor becomes unsaturated, and so the
static compensator is effectively a shunt capacitance
yCZ (See Figure 3"9 and 3"I0)
" The power angle
relationship is then
P=
where

v=i-lw
-s

4 Sin ô
xL(4 - XLYS)

(2 "7)

-c2

(3

YT

2

,2)

V

-L - mid.-point line charging shunt admittance
2 ¡when line is represented by
two sections)

By equating Equations 3.1 and 2"j it is possible
to d.etermine the p-ower angle ôc across the tie-line

at which Èhe static compensator discontinues its
saturation characteristic, i.e"
Cos6^/2=,to
u'-

4-

x_Y^

Thus, the power angle characteristic for

tie-line

(3"3)

4

a

with static compensation can be obtained
from Equations 2"7 and 3"1 and. is shown in Figure 3.11.
For extra long transmission 1ines, one static
compensator at the line mid-point may be insufficient,
and two static compensators may be needed at the third
points of the liner or even three at the quarter points.
The equation to the constant vortage characteristic
(see Figure 3.11 and assuming the static compensator
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Power angle charaeteristfc for a tie-Lj¡e w:ith a
statle compensator at its mid-point" Po = steady
fuJ-I Ioad. operatlng povlere Pr = Ìúarlm.m steppecL
power frono fuJ.I load to retai-n tra¡sient stabllity"

maintains 1"0 p"u" volts at its terminals) for two
equally spaced static compensators is

_ 3 sin

ô/3

xr,

(3"4)

and for three equally spaced compensators:
r-

_ 4 Sin 6/4
^L

Correspondingly, the equation for constant

(3"s)
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maximum

shunt capacitance characteristic (see Figure 3.11)

for two equally spaced static compensators is
p=

27

xL(3 -

Sin
XLYS)

6

(9 -

(3"7)

XI,YS)

and for three equally spaced compensators is
p=

where $

256 Sin

6

xL(B - xlYs) (32

l-6XLYs

* Xl,'Ys'i

(3"8)

overall power angle between Thevenin
voltage sources at each end of the line
^L- total series line reactance in per unit
\t
total effective shunt ad.mittance across
-s
the terminals of each static compensator
per unit,
and ít is assumed the Thevenin source voltages remain
constant at 1.0 p.u" Equations 3"7 and 3"8 can be
derived using ArBrCrD constants, and solving the overall
matrix for constant B, which is the equivalent line
impedance, enables the power angle equation (see
Equation 2"3) to be formed. The effect of adding and
spacing static compensators along the tie-line is to
straighten the constant voltage characteristic"
3"5 Comparing series ald_static shunt compensation.
An example is now outlined t.o illustrate how a
comparison between static shunt compensation and series
compensation can be evaluated" The case being studied
is the 500 kV line, 400 miles long, to transmit a
maximum steady state power of 1000 MI{ (i"e" I"0 p.u") "
=
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Total series tine reactance including Thevenin source
reactances is xL = 0"927 p"u., and the total distributed
admittance is YL = 1"0 P"u"
Steps in evaluation are as follows:
3.5.1 Amount of series compensation. For fulI load
power angle $ = 30o, and a series compensation

efficiency K = 902, Equation 2"L substituted
into Equation 2"3 can be written as
-_Sinô
E
klhere

( = 0"9
Xc = series caPacitive reactance"

Solving for X" when P = t.

O

and ô = 30o,

X^
= 0.475 p,u"
U

xî

Therefore, ? series compensation = t' * 100 =
Ir
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3"5.2 Defíning transient stability limits" Using tþe
equal area criterion, the maximum step increase
in power flow through the transmission line can
be determined to just retain transient stability,
and is found to be p = 1"73 = PI p"u" Li" from
and ô - 30o,
steady state power at P = 1.0 = P^
o
it can be found geometrically with the transmission
line povùer angle characteristic and equal area
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criterion that a step increase of power to
Pl = I"73 p"u" will cause 6 to swing transiently
to I20o and just remain stable. Thus, pl is a
measure of the step change in power that a

shunt compensated scheme must transiently withstand for comparison with series compensation.
3"s.3

Rating of series capacitor.

The rating of the

series capacitor is found. in the same r^¡ay as
the example in Chapter 2, Section 2"2" With
514 series capacitive reactance, capable of

transiently withstand.ing a polrer angle swing
of $ = 1200, the maximum reactive por¡ler
capability of the series capacitor can be found
from the graph Figure 2"L, and. is 5"6 p.u. Note
that this is a transient value only, and the
actual steady state de-rated value wiII be
considerably less depending on capacitor short
time overload capability"
3"5.4 shunt static compensaLor power angle characteristic.
For the stat.ic compensator at line mid-point,
the constant voltage povÍer angle characteristic
from Equation 3"1 can be drawn. The maximum
step change in power to p, = L.73 p.u. for
transient stability limits is used to determine
the magnitude of the maximum shunt capacitance
power angle characteristic by the equal area
criterion"
See Figure 3"1I where shaded area
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ul = uZ" For this example with compensator
at line mid-point, area uZ could not be made
equal
to a.r without having nearly infinite
-lshunt capacitance. So two shunt static
compensators distributed equally along the
line are necessary, and the corresponding
constant voltage po\^¡er angle characteristic
from Equation 3"4 is used. Now a sine v¡ave
of acceptable magnitud.e to allow areas rl = u2
can be constructed for the constant maximum
shunt capacitance characteristic.
3"5"5 Rating of shunt capacitance. The rating of
the shunt capacitance for a static compensator
ßCZ in Figure 3.9) can be determined from
the peak magnitud.e - of the constant maximum
shunt capacitance power angle characteristic
found above. Equation 3.7 defines this
characteristic for two equally spaced static
compensators" The shunt capacitive reactance
can be determined if Equation 3 "7 is solved for
Yc,
ÞÞwhere Yo equals the total equivalent
capacitance across the terminals of each saturable
reactor" Solution for Y, is facil-itated by the
graphs in Figure 3"12 where the product YrX" is
plotted against'iX,L for one, two and three
equally spaced shunt capacitances. For this
^^= 3.46, and so the product PX"
example, P
=
3"46 x 0"927 = 3"2I" Reading directly from the
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graph in Figure 3"12, the product ySX" can be
found from the characteristic for two equally
spaced identical shunt capacitances along the

line.

Thus, YSXL = L.82r hence

1"96 per unit

y, = ffi

=

" The equivalent circuit
for this arrangement is shown in Figure 3"13"
The transmission line charging capacitance is
represented by three r sections so that the
(mho)
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effective charging capacitive admittance at
each static compensator f= þ per unit.
Consequently, the total effective capacitance
YT
at each static compensator is Y, = 33 * YC2
where Ya, is the admittance of the maximum
shunt capacitance rvhich must be added to
achieve the stability Ievel desired. Thus,
Y^.-y^-Yl,
w¿Þ3_
1"96
Therefore,

YCZ

0.33

= 1"63 per unit"

Since the nominal voltaqe of the transmission
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line is 1"0 p.uo, then the rating of this
shunt admittance is yCZ p.u. Thus, the
maximum capacitive requirement for shunt static
compensation is 2YCZ = 3"2G p.u" reactive po\^¡er.
This value of capacitive reactive power can
now be compared with the maxímum series capacitive
reactive po\Ârer requirement which was found to
be 5"6 p.u. in Section 3"5.3.
3"5"6 saturabre reactor rating. The saturable reactor
must be capable of absorbing aIl the excess

capacitive MVAR on the transmission line at
no-load" To reduce the size of the saturable
reactor, the shunt capacitance required on
large transient swings can be switched in and
removed as required by a fast operating switch
or circuit breaker" The size of each saturable
reactor to satisfy normal compensation requirements
can be found using the theory d.eveloped in
this sectionr or from conventional calculations"
For this example, the capacity. of each saturable
reactor for steady state compensation must be
0.33 p.u. (nvan) or approximarety
þ r.,r. (mvan)
inductive.
Summarizing the comparison between series and
static compensation for this example using per unit
quantities on 1000 MW base:
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Seríes StaLic
3"26
Peak transient capacitive ItIVAR requirement 5"6
0"8
0.33
Normal shunt inductive compensation
Saturable reactor capacity

0 " 66

In addition, fast acting switches or circuit
breakers would be required for the static scheme
so that shunt capacitance could be transiently
switched in for large po\,^/er angle swings across the
transmission line.
The purpose of this example is to illustrate how
static shunt compensation for a long tie-line can be
âetermined and to show that its MVAR requirement can be
comparable to or less than that required for series
compensation, Cost of the saturable reactor may be
prohibitively high for an economical alternative to
series compensation.
3" 6 D¿namic performance of static compensation.
A static compensator was modeled into the three
machine po\¡/er system model (see Appendix I) and
positioned and scaled to give the same degree of
transient stability as v¡as achieved with some cases
of series capacitors in the study reported in Section 3.1
and Figure 3,2" (Compare also with switched shunt
reactance as studied in Section 3"3 and Figure 3"8.)
The three cases studied for comparison are:
Case 1" Undamped swings of machine A without

tie-line

contro]

"
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Case 2.

Shunt capacitance = 0"4 p"u", and

transient utilized capacity
of saturable reactor = 0"7 p"u.
Case 3" Shunt capacitance = 0"6 p.u", and
maximum transient utilized capacity
of saturable reactor = 0.85 p"u.
The swing curves for machine A for each of the
above three cases are shown in Figure 3"14"
maximum
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The important observations from this study are

firstly, improvement in dynamic stability is achieved
with static compensation, and secondly, although
transient stability is improved, the static compensator
does not contribute to damping" It may be possible,
however, to incorporate damping in the saturable
reactor by means of a dc winding to control the
saturation Ievel. If damping with the static compensator
can be achieved, then less shunt capacitance would be
needed because the resulting increased damping would
allow the constant maximum shunt capacitance characteristic
(see Figure 3.11) to be reduced with the transient
dtaUitity still preserved.
3"7 A variable reactor"
The saturable reactor is a continuously
variable reacLor which maintains controlled ac terminal
volts. Another variable reactor capable of acting
in both capacitive and inductive modes is described
in this section" Its principle of operation is to
shunt connect the h.v" primary winding of a transformer
having a large high voltage to low voltage turns ratio
so that the secondary is capable of passing heavy
current at 1ow voltage, By means of low voltage
heavy current fast-acting switches, capacitors and/or
air cored reactors are switched into the transformer
secondary circuit as desired. The secondary reactance
is reflected through the transformer to the high
voltage primary, thus acting as a direct shunt reactance
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to the transmission line. See the diagram of Figure
3.15 where one phase of a 500 kV line is shown shunted
with a 300 MVAR variable reactor" Although the idea for
this reactor is theoretical, its feasibility should
be examined. Consider the following tactors:
3.7"1 A low voltage, heavy ac switch. The main

7t
problem \,'/ith a heavy current switch in an

inductive circuit is arcing" A non-arcing
heavy ac switching operation can be achieved
with a diode and two fast-acting switches" By
connection as shown in Figure 3"16, circuit
breaking is possible by opening switch S, when
diodes D can forward conduct so that the
current is diverted through the d.iodes" For
the half cycle when there is reverse bias on
the diodeso no current flows through the
circuít, and. so switch S, can be opened without
arcing" A similar procedure follows for
closing the switch to remake the circuit" Such
a switch would. need development and, in
particular, the mechanical ability to make and
open contacts within the half cycle" Because
of the low voltage operation, for example 5 kV'
the cost of the switch should be minimized, the
major cost being in the diodes "
3.7 "2 Air cored reactors" Calculatíons indicate that
secondary connected air cored reactors would
be of an acceptable size for installation close
to the transformer. A 5 kV, 6000 afrp,
60 hertz aluminum air cored reactor would be
approximately one cubic metre in total volume"
Furthermoref calculations indicate the Q vafue
(t.hat. is, ratio of reactance to resistance) of
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the secondary circuit with aluminum conductors
would be large enough to a1Iow secondary circuit
losses to be acceptable" Additional reactors
and switches in the secondary circuits would
enable the transformer to overload, and r
consequently, a higher short time rating of the
variable reactor would be possible for increased
damping ability"
3"7

"3 Capacitors" Capacitors in the secondary circuit
would occupy the largest volume per kVA of all
the equipment in the variable reactor' The
amount of steady state shunt capacitance for
normal shunt compensation could be determined
similarly to the example in Chapter 2 ' Section
2"5"

I The variable reactor for shunt control and cgnpensatign'
The controlled variable reactor shunt compensator
would operate similarly to the saturable reactor shunt
compensator as a tie-line controller" To illustrate
this, consider the same transmission line example used
in Section 3"5 to evaluate the rating of reactive
elements for series and static compensation" Assume
that the variable reactor compensator is capable of
controlling its terminal voltage at 1.0 p.u' under
steady state transmission conditions. During a large
transient power angle swing, shunt ind.uctance is removed
and shunt capacitance added to increase the terminal
3"
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volts to a controlled maximum of¡ sây, 1"15 p.u"
during the upswing" This increased terminal volts
of the shunt controller on the transmission line
would give a greater power transfer capability
than if the terminal volts remained at 1"0 p"u"
The transient power angle characteristic for the variable
reactor controller at the tie-line mid-point is shown
in Fiqure 3"L7 "

¡1,15 pu constant volts
J charecteristic used by

constant roaxirr¡n
shr¡nt capaeltanee

B?
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Figure 1"17 Porver angle characteristic for a tie-l-ine wlth
a varlable reactor controller at its n:id-point
capabLe of translentþ nalntainj:lg 1,15 pu volts
at the Llne nid-pointo
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It is known that the tie-line must transiently
withstand a step change in power Lransfer from
P^
1"0 p"u" to P.' = L"73 p"u. (See Section 3"5.2")
o =
As can be seen from the power angle characteristic in
Figure 3"I7, transient operation close to the 1"15 P.u.
constant voltage characteristic allows the constant
maximum shunL capacitance characteristic to be
Note that in
determined by the equal area criterion"
Section 3"5"5 it was found that the static compensator
at line mid-point was inad.equate because the equal
area criterion could not be realistically met" But,
because increasing the transient performance of the

controller to follow near the 1.15 p.u. constant
voltage characteristic during the transient upswing'
the constant maximum shunt capacitance characteristic
can be determined with a reasonable peak magnitude of
p^^= 2"5 p"u" power" Therefore, PXL = 2"5 x 0"927 =
2.32" Reading directly from the curves ín Figure 3"L2,
the total maximum shunt admittance Ya at the line
mid-point can be determined as 2"45 p.u" based on
1,0 p.u" vo1ts. The equivalent line charging
admittance at the centre of the line is assumed to be
y-/2 p"u" Then, from Equation 2.4, the additional
L'
shunt admittance Y" required from the variable
reactor controller is

Yc=Ys

"+
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Therefore,

Yc = 1"95 P"u" caPacitive

ff the rnid-point volts VB = 1.15 p.u" during
transient conditions, then the peak transient capacitive
reactive po\,ver requirement for the variable reactor
controller is V"zY" which is 2.58 p"u"
The transformer rating must transiently
accommodate the 2"58 p"u" capacitive reactive power
requirement" A1so, Lhe variable reactor must be
capable of absorbing all excess capacitive MVAR at
the line centre at no load" Therefore, the air cored
reactors must be. rated at Y"/2 p"u" inductance which
for this example is 0"5 p"u" The reactive requirements
of the variable reactor for this transmission line
example using per unit quantities based on 1000 MV,I
base are as follows:
Peak transient capacitive requirement'.

2. 58

Normal shunt inductive compensaLions

0"4

(situated at the line ends)
0.5
Air cored. reactor capacityS
Transformer steady state capacity (approxi0 "7
mately) 2
i

with the series compensated
scheme for the transmission line as tabled in
Section 3"5 of this chapter, it can be seen that the
peak transient capacitive MVAR requirement for the
variable reactor controller is less than one-half of
When compared
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that required by series compensation for comparable
It is anticipated that this
transient stability"
significant saving in capacitors would place a
variable reactor scheme in a competitive position
compared. with series compensation" Note that this
and for exact design,
example is an illustration,
equations of the transmission line with distributed
parameters in the form of A ,B rC rD constants should
be used. However, the basic design technique and.
form of d.esign graphs used in this chapter outline a
suitable design procedure"
The transient and. d.ynamic performance of a
variable reactor shunt controller modeled on the
three machine model (Appendix r) is the sarne as the
switched shunt reactance controller considered in
Section 3"3 and Figure 3"8"
3"9 Transient rating of capacitors"
The example comparing series and shunt

control outlined
in this chapter (Sections 3"5 and 3"8) developed
values of peak transient capacitive I1VAR requirements.
Capacitors, like other electrical devices, have a
transient withstand rating which can be much higher
than normal steady state ratings " The short time
overl-oad capability of capacitors would depend upon
their manufacture and design. Bloomquist and Wilson
in Reference tI6] referring to NEI1A standard 48-135
compensators for transient tie-line
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suggest that the total transient and steady state

currents through capacitors should not exceed 1.5
times rated. Consequently, if this standard. is at
least adhered to by the manufacturers, then a simple
rule of thumb for maximum transíent capability of
capacitors is 2"25 times steady state rating"
Limiting the transient rating of capacitors
reduces the transient capability of series compensation
much more than shunt compensation and control. To
iltustrate this fact, consider a series compensated
Lransmission line where ful-I load steady state rating
of capacítors is reached. when the line is loaded to
30o power angle. From Equation 2.2, the capacitor
MVAR ratÍ-ng is directly proportional to Sin2 6/2,
where ô is the power angle" By simple arithmetic, the
maximum transient power angle swing to overload the
capacítor 2.25 times its normal rating is 45.50.
If the capacitor protection operates when the power
angle swings exceed 45.50, then a drastic reduction
in transient stability will result. Shunt capacitance
on the other hand, is not subject to such great
overloads on transient swings because the line voltage
tends to reduce with increased power angle or fault
current "

It is reconmended, therefore, that transient
withstand capability of capacitors be included in
economically evaluating the series and shunt compensation
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and control alterna tives for a transmission line"

3"10 PositioninE

o.f '

tie-line

shunt controllers"

The position of a tie-line

shunt reactive

controller along the tie-Iine can affect the system
To evaluate the contribution
transient stability.
of a shunt controller to system transient stabilityo
a performance index 'Tr is defined as follows.
Firstly, for the uncontrolled tie-Iine and
po\^/er system subject to a severe temporary fault
of d.uration Ato, observe the peak angte ô across the
tie-Iine of the first transient swing" Then, secondlyt
for the controlled tie-line observe the temporary
fault duration Àtl required to produce the same peak
angle D for its first transient swing" The performance
index T is then defined as
.r|
^+
¡-¿ --'l

(3"e)

ÃTo

A variable reactor shunt controller was placed in the

to machine A in the three machine model
(Appendix I) " The performance index was measured for
the shunt controller placed in various positions
along the tie-Iine and the results are shown in
Figure 3.18 where T'is plotted against tie-line
length in p.u" reactance.
For best transient stabili-ty, the shunt controller
shoul-d be placed at the equivalent centre of the
tie-line
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tie-Iine, ot at least within 1153 of the line length
from the equivalent centre.
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3"tI

thort circuit limiting coupling"
It is worth mentioning briefly the application
of saturable reactors for limiting the short circuit
capacity between two busbars. A saLurable reactor
is paralleled with a capacitor and placed as a series
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element in a tie-line

between two busbars. under

normal transmission conditions, current flow along
the interconnection passes through the capacitor'

by-passing the saturable reactor which is unsaturated"
with a fault on either end of the interconnection'

the voltage across the capacitor increases with fault
current, and the saturable reactor saturates, while
its inductance reduces. A parallel L - C circuit element
is formed with impedance increasing as the saturable
reactor inductance reduces, thus limiting the fault
current through the interconnection" The short circuit
limiting coupling not only limits fauLt pohler transfer'
but operates instantaneously to isolate a fault from
the healthy portion of the power system' ttO]
3"L2 Optimization and Reliabilily"
To optimize the rating of a series or shunt
reactive po\^/er controller or compensator, d.ecisions
must be made on the foltowing points"
3.I2.1 The position along the transmission line at
which the reactive power d'evice for control
or compensation witl be the most effective
and whether it can be installed there'

3"L2.2 The transient stability

limit,

maximurn power

angle and fault load for which the compensator
or controller should be capable of staying in

operation through.
3"12.3 The short time reactive power overload which
the reactive devices can tolerate"
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3"I2"4 The maximum overvoltaqe allowed for the
transmission 1ine"
3"12.5 The transmission line parameters.
Knowing ans\^zers to each of these five points
will enable a design to be determined for both a
compensator or a control device"
A further point to be considered in the design
is the reliability of the reactive po\i,/er device. This
factor will determine the unit size and the number
of 'units to be installed" A d.ecision has to be mad.e
on how much power transfer capability can remain on
the transmission line with loss of one unit" It is
expect.ed that compensating or controlling devices
without moving parts will be more reliabl,e than those
controllers with moving parts and electronic control
systems " A complete study of optimization and
reliability is not includ.ed in this dissertation"
3"13 Summary of chapter"
Series and shunt tie-line reactive po\,üer
controllers have been compared. in this chapter" Shunt
controllers can be designed to have similar transient
stability limits to series compensated tie-1ines" The
main advantage of shunt control is the relative immunity
from Lransmission line faults and disturbances" The
methods of shunt reactive power control are:
3"13.1 Switching shunt reactors and capacitors.
3.13"2 Using the saturable reactor as a static
coml)ensaLor

"

B3

3"13"3 Possible use of the variable reactor controller"
The proposed variable reactor controller is

considered.a feasible alternative in the tie-line

control problem, that is, providing a fast operating
and reliable Iow-voltage heavy current switch can be
developed

"
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CHAPTER

4

REAL POWER TTE-LTNE CONTROLLERS

4"0 Real power controllers d.efined.
A real por,ver tie-line controller absorbs or
injects real power into the ac system, whereas,
reactive po\¡¡er controllers only affect real power
flow by changing reactive elements in the network"
In Chapter 1, Section L"2, iL was shown using a
linear por^/er system model that real power add.ed. to
the ac system could significantly j:nprove tie-line
transient stability if suitably controlled to provide
damping. The methods of supplying real power to the
ac system that are studied in this chapter are:
4.0"1 Synchronous condensor and excitation control"
4.0.2 ïnertia generators.
4"0"3 D.C" link"
Other methods such as braking resistors and
fast valving are obvious and not considered. herein.
Another important difference between the real

controller and the shunt reactive power controller
for improvement of tie-line stability is positioning"
The shunt reactive po\^/er controller is best positioned
at the line centre, and the real power controller at
the end of the tie-line in the power system of least

po\,ver
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total effective installed generation capacity so
that its damping and inertia contribution can be
significant.
4"I The synchronous condensor"
The synchronous condensor is a reactive pov/er
controller in steady state operation acting as a
shunt compensator" However, with a fault or disturbance
causing tie-Iine power angle swings, real po\,üer may be
supplied to or taken from the power system as the
synchronous condensor transiently operates in the
generating or motoring modes" Transient stability
in a po\,rer system with synchronous condensors is
the rotor inertia conimproved through, firstly,
veniently absorbing or supplying energy d.uring
Lransient conditions, and, second.ly, the amortisseur
windings increasing system damping" Thus, the
transient stability across a tie-line is improved if
a synchronous condensor is attached to it or electrically
near it" The steady state stability is improved because
of its shunt compensation action or voltage support"
The effect of a synchronous condensor was

studied when connected half way along the tie-line
machine A in the three machine po\^ier systeni model
(appendix I).

to

The synchronous condensor was represented

in detail based on Parkb equations (see p" 73 of
Reference þfJ I so that the only damping in the power
system model was entirely due to the synchronous
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condensor" The synchronous condensor rating was
approximately one-ha1f of the tie-line rating, and
its inertia one-quarter of machine A. An improvement
in transient and dynamic stability v¡as observed, and

of the total power system resulted.
Further improvement in transient stability and. d.amping
was observed when the synchronous condensor inertia
was increased" The effect of excitation stabilizLng
rtlas also studied by attaching a fast-acting exciter
to the synchronous condensor field. winding and
deriving a control sígnal from the tie-line frequency"
The effectiveness of excitation stabilizing is a
function of the sine of the machine power angle which
is zero for a synchronous cond.ensor operating at
steady state. Consequently, excitation stabilizing
of such is not normally practiced" However, transient
stability across a tie-line can be significantly increased
if, on sensíng a transient power angle swíng across the
tie-line, t.he excitation voltage of an attached
some damping

synchronous condensor is forced to its ceiling limit"

This in turn will raise the "internal emf" of the
machine and tend to raise its terminal volts, thus
improving the transmissj-on line po\^zer transfer capability.
This effect v¡as indeed observed on the model being
studied" During post-first swing condiLions the
excitation stabilizing failed to have any further effect
and so is only useful in reducing transient stability"
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Four cases hrere studied on the three machine model:
Case 1" Undamped swings of machine A without

synchronous condensor attached"

2" Effect of synchronous condensor
without excitation stabilizing and wit.h
inertia constant H = 0.65 ¡tWsec,/MVAR"
Case 3" Effect of same synchronous condensor
without excítation stabilizing and with
ínertia constant increased to H =
Case

1" 5 MV[sec/MVAR"

ect of synchronous cond.ensor with
excitation stabilizing and with inert.ia
consLant H = 0 " 65 M{sec/MVAR.
The swing curves for machine A for each of these
four cases are shown in Figure 4"I"
The main conclusions from this stud.y of
synchronous condensors as tie-line controllers ares
4"L"I The inertia and amortisseur windings of the
Case 4 "

Ef f

synchronous condensor improve transient stability
and dampirg, thus possibly justifying

maximizing

these parameters.

4"1"2 Excitation stabilizing can be used. on synchronous
condensors to improve tie-rine transient stability"
4.2 Inertia generators.
The concept of using a synchronous condensor to
herp stabil-ize a power system leads to the possibirity
of using the rotating inertia of machines to absorb
and release damping power to the ac system. The main
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Case 1l Synehronous cond.ensor r¡ith Ínertåa constant
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-Case 4; Synchronous condensor vrith excitation
Case

stabiLizlng vrith

ftLg.re

4.1 Effect of

65 Ì''Í,I-SEC/I[VA "
eynehronous condensor on tie-line transient
H=0.

stablL1tY"

disadvantage of the synchronous condensor beside

cost is loss of synchronism from too violent a
transient disturbance. One method of overcoming
Lhis is to provide the synchronous cond.ensor rotor with
a divided winoing field. which with controlled excitation
on each field windinq allows a resultant field vector
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to be formed to rotate relative to the rotor. With
the field vector less d.ependent on the rotoro it is
possible to make optimum use of the rotor inertia
to deliver or absorb real power from the power system
as desi-red" Rotor inertia can be increased with a
flywheel

"

The concept of the d.ivided winding rotor is

not restricted to synchronous condensors, but to
generators as well" fSee Reference F2]
") However,
iü may not be essential to have a divided. wind.ing
rotor in a generator unless transient stability is
so poor that it can be justified.
Fast excitation
stabílizing on generators is perhaps the easiest and
cheapest method of d.amping one end of a tie-line to
improve its transient stability performance.
4"2"I An extension from the d.ivided winding rotor
to produce a rotating field vector is to use
a conventional three phase rotor winding as
per the induction motor" If the rotor windings
are excited with very low frequency three
phase supply, then the desired rotating field
vector with respect to the rotor is achieved..
The controlled three phase low frequency supply
for the rotor can be produced from a cycloconvertor" By suitably controlling the frequency
of the cyclo-convertor, it is possible to
deliver or absorb real Þo\¡/er between th-e ac
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system and the rotor inertia"

Note that rotor

inertia can be increased by a flylvheel for
greater ef f ectiveness " F3l
4"2"2 A further extension of the induction machine
application is to provide pole changing
facility for the stator with fast-acting
switches, The accelerating or decelerating
por¡rer to the induction motor rotor as a result
of pole switchingl can be used to provide
'
instantaneous power for damping" lf¿l
4.2"3 Perhaps the most controllable method utilizing
machine inertia to store or release energy is
to connect the ac machine with fllnnrheel to
the ac system through a d.c link. The advantages
of the dc link are fast controllability and its
asynchronous isolation of the machine from
the power system" Consequently, Iarge speed
changes of the ac machine rotor would. be
tolerable during transient conditions" Another
use of the dc link inertia generator is to
absorb or supply large power surgies from pulsed
po\^/er loads when the ac system cannot effectively
hand.le such surges "

4"3

[f S]

link"
Of all the tie-line controllers, the use of
hvdc transmission for interconnections is the most
effective in improving po\.^/er system stability.
The
DC
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main advantages of hvdc transmission are well known,

but the advantages relating to t.ie-line control are:
4"3"1 Fast control and regulation of transmitted
povfer.

4"3"2 The dc link is asynchronous in nature, allowing
the ac systems at each end to be frequency
ind.ependent

o

4"3"3 The d.c intertie does not add to the short circuit
capacity of the ac sYstem.
4.'3"4 The dc t.ie-line can be constructed in stages
with load growth.
4.3"5 Consid.erable damping is possible in the ac
systems at each end. of the d.c Iink"
In order to investigate the effectiveness of
the dc link as an inertia generator in stabilizing
the twelve machine ac

ac tie-Iines,

po\,ver system

model of Saskatchewan-Manitoba-U.S.A. (See Figure 3"3)

studied with ac system damping controls on the
dc Iink. The dc link model is shown in Figure 4.2, and
the control constants were determined very easily from

\Àras

a few trial

and error runs of the

(Appendix If).

DENA program

These control constants are possibly

not optimum for the power system configuration and
Ioad flow condition of the power system model, but it
is doubtful that optimum ac system damping controls
exist for a dc link when there are continuing changes
in the ac system. Power system damping by dc link is
still- an area to be satisfactorily

explored.
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fault situations \^Iere studied, and. the swing
curves of various machines throughout the twelve machine
model were examined. These fault situations v¡ere:
Fault 1. A 0.5 second temporary block of one
dc link pole of 225 Mw at WinniPeg,
Two

Manitoba

Fault

2"

"

A permanent loss of 200 MW of load at

Regina, Saskatchewan.
The swing curves for the Regina machine, the

l,Iinnipeg River machine and the po\^ier angle across the

are shown for Fault 1 in
Figure 4"4 and for Fault 2 in Figure 4.3.
The cases studied. for each fault are as follows:

Manitoba-U.S.A" tie-line
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dc link ac system damping"
Case 2. No dc link ac system damping, but with
two parallel Manitoba-U"S"A" tie-lines"
Case 3" No dc link ac system damping, but with
one Manitoba-U.S"A. tie-line and two
parallel Manitoba-Saskatchewan tie-lines"
Case 4. dc link ac system damping in use and
only one Manitoba-U.S.A" tie-line and
one Manitoba-Saskatchewan tie-l-ine "
Note, that for Fault L, Case 3 was not examined"
Furthermore, although the swing curves for all rnachines
of the l-2 machine model system were computed, only
two are plotted in Fì-gures 4""3 and 4"4n as they are
representative of the others" The U.S"A" po\^¡er system
v¡as found to remain stable "
In Figure 4"5, the per unit speed of the sendi-ng
end machines is shown for each fault condition.
4"4 Discussion on use of d.c link"
The important conclusions from the dc link
fault study are:
4.4 "L An asynchronous tie" For best utilization of
the dc link, the ac systems at each end should
be asynchronous. Any parallel ac transmission
would limit the capabilities of the dc link as
an j-nertia generator.
Case

l.

No

4"4"2 AC system controls. The ac system controls on
the dc link enable it to operate as an inertia
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rbì¡Lt 1¿ o.5 sec" temporary block of e"z5 pu IÍw at llinnipeg.
IbuLt 2: Pe¡uar¡ent Loss, of eøO pu I,Í!y Loari at Regina"
generator supplying damping polrer to the
ac system and improving the stability of
adjacent tie-lines"
The ac system controls
also act to control the overspeed of the
sending end machines even to the extent of

effectively over-riding sending end governors.
4.4"3 Remote effect of ac system controls" The
stability of a tie-line not immediately close
to the dc link terminal is stilI significantly
improved by the ac system damping controlso
For example, consider the Fault 2 aE Regina
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which severelv disturbs the Saskatchewan
power system" Without ac damping controls on

the dc link, the peak power angle swing across
the Manitoba-Saskatchewan tie-line between
Brandon and Boundary Dam was 6I"2 degrees, and
with the damping controls this angle was 56.4
degrees. Perhaps this improvement in stability
is reflected more by stud.ying the peak power
angle swing of the Squaw Rapid.s machine which
is the furthest generator from the dc link in
the Saskatchewan system. Without dc link damping,
the maximum potver angle swing of the Squaw Rapids
machine was to 22g.go from the U.S.A. infinite
busbar, while énty 184.40 with the dc link
damping" It is of interest to also record the
maximum change in dc power needed to provide this
damping" For the 200 MVI loss of load at Regina,
the peak dc d.amping power added at Winnipeg \^¡as
88.6 MW" For the 225 Ì'tF¿1, 0"5 seconds temporary
block of the dc link, the post fault peak dc
damping power vras 62.7

IWI "

4"4"4 Representi-ng dc link damping controls in stability
stud.ies " It is important to consider the dc
link damping in power system stability studies
if a d.c link is in operation within the region
of the power system being studied, For exampleo
if stability studies of the northern Manitoba
or Saskatchewan ac power systems are being under-
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taken, dc link damping may play a significant
contribution to its stability even though the
lVinnipeg terminal is relatively removed from
northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan'
4.4"5 DC link as a real po\,ver controller" The
effectiveness of the dc link as an ac system
transient stability controller is dependent
upon, firstly, the nature of the fauIt, Í-e"
whether it results from loss of load or loss
of generation and., secondly, to what extent the
dc link is loaded just prior to the fault.
When the fault is loss of load, the excess
generation tends to cause ac system overspeed
and can easily be biased off by th-e d.c link
normally feeding into the ac systemo However,
if the fault is d.ue to loss of generation, the

link is limited in making up polrer because
of current limits on its controls " Consequently '
if the dc link is ful1y loaded just prior to
the fault, it is unable to supply any additional
power, but can reduce polrer easily' The swing
curves in Figures 4.3 and 4"4 show this where
the loss of load fault is more effectively
compensated by the dc link than the temporary

d.c

block case.
4.4"6 Delaying construction of additional ac transmission"
Constructing an additional ac line in parallel to
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a tíe-line is one method of strengthening a
power system" For example, with the 200 MI/'I
load loss fault in Regina, the peak Power angle
swing across the Manitoba-Saskatchewan tie-line
when two lines were in parallel for the inter*
connection vras only 34.50 compared. v¡ith 6I.20

with only one line, and 56.4o when the dc link
damping was taken into account. In addition,
considering the Squaw Rapids machine as before'
its maximum power angle swing was I82.9 d.egrees
from the U.S"A" infinite busbar when two lines
in parallel existed for the Manitoba-Saskatchewan
íntertie and with no dc link d.amping. v[ith
one line and dc damping, the Squaw Rapids machine
swung to a peak of 184.4 degrees from the U"S.A"
infinite machine" This result is an indication
of the capability of real power damping in a
power systemo Ho\,vever, the complete picture of
dc link damping compares with having two
lines in parallel beLween Manitoba and Saskatchewan
for the Saskatchewan machines is shown in the
following Table 4.1 where peak power angle swing
of each machine with respect to the U.S.A.
infinite busbar is recorded following Fault 2"

how
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Peak Transient Power Angle with
Respect to U"S.A. with One or Two
Manitoba-SaskaLchewan tie-1ines,

Machine

I 3,ine
2 Lines
1 Line and
No dc damping No dc dampingf dc d.amping
Boundary

I87 "6

r47 "6

L59 "7

Regina

L92 "3s

155.3

160"9

Coteau Creek

193"3

149.1

159"4

A"L. Cole

200"3

153.9

L72.5

229 "9

L82 "9

L84"4

Dam

&

Squaw Rapids

Table 4"I

Comparison of peak swing angle of Saskatchevran
generators following Fault 2.

Thuso these results tend to confirm the

statement of E" W" Kimbark in Chapter I

2
that building additional transmission lines to
strengthen tie-lines may be "unnecessary if
equally effective but cheaper methods are
available " " The d.c link or any inertia
generator or tie-line controller may be
effective in acting to strengthen ac tie-lines
sufficiently to postpone construcLion of
parallel ac transmission.
4"5 Lj-ne compensation and tie-line controllers.
A power system may have several tie-Iines feeding
into it" A tie-Iine controller on one interconnection
will also act to assist another tie-line to a separate
pov¡er system. If a ne\Àr tie-Iine is to be constructed,
and if it will normally require compensation sây,
z
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series compensation, then the effect of nearby tie*líne
controllers will improve its stability capability"
fhis improved stability can be consid.ered with a
doIlar value"
Consider the example of the 500 KV single
círcuit tie-Iine of 400 miles to be built with series
compensation to transmit 1000 t{W" From Section 3"5.1
of Chapter 3 it was found. that 51U series compensation
was required. for steady state full load operation
with a po\^¡er angle across the Thevenin sources of $ = 30o"
From stability studies taking into account the damping
effect of tie-line controllers and inertia generators,
the desired stability limits for the 500 KV tie-l-ine
could possibly be maintained if the power angle
across it was increased to, say, 34o for normal fulI load
operation" In other words, generally the normal
operating power angle across a fully loaded transmission
line including Thevenin sources is approximately 3Oo.
This angle could. be increased, maintaining the same
transient stability limits if a tie-line controller
or inertia generator \'üere nearby in the ac system"
with $ = 34o, the percentage series compensation
in the 400 KV tie-line can be reduced, Using Equation
I:1 and taking into' account compensation efficiency
of t( = 0"9, and series line reactance of 0,927 p"u" ohms,
the percentage series compensation is found to be 442
which is 7Z less than the series compensation resuired

L02

with $ = 30o. This saving in series compensation is
significant. A similar saving would be reflected in
the capacitive requirements of a shunt tie-line
controller designed for this transmission line in
place of series compensation"
4.6 Benefits of tie-line controllers.
A tie-line controller improves the stability of
not just the tie-line¡ but also the power system in
general" It is difficult to attach a dollar value to
all the benefits of tie-line controllers' but the one
thing to be emphasized is that if used in a Power
systemu they should. be included in stability stud.ies
so that their true effect can be appreciated. In
llanitobau fuIl use should be made of the dc l-ink ac
system damping capability, for possibly its full value
is not yet comprehend.ed.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSTONS WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

5"

0 Conclusions.
Severai.schemes and ideas for improving stability

between interconnected power systems were presented.

and.

studied in this thesis" The main factors 1eading to
improving transient stabirity across a tie-line were shown
to be firstly, reducing effective tie-Iine series
reactance and secondly, adding or subtracting real povirer
from the power system. to províd.e damping"
5 " 0 " 1 Reactive po\,ver control" Reactive tie-rine control
and compensation is achieved with 1ine series and
shunt reactive and capacitive devices. Methoos

for d.etermining maximum reactive po\^rer raLing of
these devices for steady state and peak transient
cond.itions \t/ere developed"

5"0"2 statíc compensator" The saturable reactor and. its
part in shunt static compensation of transmission
lines was explained" AIso a method. for designing
the ratings of the reactive components of shunt
compensators was presented" A comparison was
made between series compensation and shunt static
compensation of a tie-line for the same transient
stability limit" It was found that the capacitive
reactive power requirement for totally shunt
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less than the reactive
power requirement f.or series capacitors" However
the saturable reactor must have the inductive
capacity to absorb all the peak shunt capacitive
reactive po\'üer unless the shunt capacitors are
only briefly switched onto the line during
compensated schemes was

transient disturbances.
5.0"3 Variable reactor" As an alternative to the
saturable reactor, a variable reactor vras proposed"
The advantage of this device compared. with the
saturable reactor is the better utilization of
capacitors and inductors resulting in significant
cost benefits" It is envisaged that the variable
reacLor as a shunt compensating device in tie-lines
will be very competitive with series compensation
and switched. series capacitors"

5"0"4 Positioning of shunt reactance controller" A studlr
was conducted indicating that shunt tie-line
compensators and controllers are most effective
at the transmission line equivalent mid-point"
However for very long lines, one shunt device at
the line centre may not be effective and an
optimum system will have more than one shunt
controller each equally spaced along the line"
5"0"5 Real power control" Several real po\¡¡er controllers
r.,.rere studied" Transiently a synchronous cond.ensor
acts as a real power controll-er sj-nce it is able
to improve transient stability by contributing to
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system damping and increased inertia as well as

providing voltage support" For synchronous
condensors attached to transmission lines it was
emphasised that excitation control techniques can
be useful in further improvements in system
transient stabilÍty.
Of the inertia controllers
discudsed, the d.c link is the most effective for
controlling real po\^rer . - even if it. is not being
used as a tie-line " It was recommended tha.t. ac
system damping controls associated with the dc
link be fu11y utilized
5.0"6 DENA progran" A stability program (Appendix TI)
has been d.eveloped. for evaluating performance of
ac system controllers and allowing continual
changes in the transmissíon network to occur
dynamically without repeated network matrix
inversions" Using this program, design and
optimization of tie-line controller functions cat'r
be determined with simple trial and error tests"
This program is not expensive to run on digital
computer if a reduced ac system representation
is modelled.
5"1 ASeas of åurther develogment"
A study that has endeavored to clarify or introduce
new concepts is incomplete unless areas for further
development are suggested.
5"1.1 Fast acting low voltage switch. The variable reactor
proposed herein is subject to the development of
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a fast acting low voltage switch. Development of
the hvdc switching device a-s described in reference
t1?] indicates that the mechanical duties of such
a switch are indeed possible. This switch must
operate to make and break reactive circuits and
also minimize switching transients " Use of
thyristors as switches is one means of overcoming
these problems " Thyristors can also be used. to
regulate current through the reactive devices, but
doíng so will necessitate filters, thus increasing
costs

"

5"r"2 Combining the variable reactor with the saturable
reactor" If the fast acting low voltage switch ís
indeed a realistic

possibility,

then a further

development in shunt control and compensation

would be to combine the variable reactor and the

saturable reactor" Thís could be done by placing
a small saturable reactor in the low voltage
secondary circuit

of the variable reactor transformer.
The variable reactor would then maintain the
constant voltage characteristic of the static
compensaLor through judicious switching and control
of the other secondary circuit capacitors and air
cored reactors " By this means the saturable
reactor as an expensive item would be kept small
yet still have control of the voltage.
5"1"3 Optimization studies. Further studies that could
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folIow the proposals of this thesis would be the
optimization of shunt compensator and control
design" Detailed optimization of proposals have
been beyond the scope of this study" Reliability
of various tie-line control schemes could also be
investigated to complement optimization studies.
5"1"4 Harmonic resonances" With shunt compensated
transmission lines a danger of harmonic resonance
conditions exist which need investigating for the
variable reactor application"
5"1"5 Dc link controls. High voltage direct current
transmission is still in its infancy. Studies in
multi-terminal dc schemes and the use of ac
system damping controls would be an area of useful
investigation "
5"1.6 Central control" The question of central digital
control for a po\,rer system is sometimes raised"
With a system d.isturbance, the central computer is
to analyze the situation and issue the optimal
commands to controllers distributed throughouÈ the
system. Problems exist in fast computi-ng and fast
telemetry equiPment required

for better control in ac power systems
increases, it is anticipated that the controllers and.
techniques discussed herein will be seriously considered
by the power system planning engineer"
As the

demand.
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APPENDIX

I

THREE MAGHINE UNDAt.tpED pO\,,iER SySTEtvt MODEL

To evaruate the

effect of series and shunt tie-

líne controrlers, a símpÌe three machine und.amped power
system digit,ar model was deveroped es shown in Figure Ar.

Sigure

AL.

Three machine und.amped power system mod.eI.

The node equations i.n terms

of d_axis (reat)

and

q-axis ( irnaginary) are,
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and XE= ++ I
xr xc

The power P1, from each machine

is sinply

for¡¡,rd

from the volË and current producü of simÍIar d and q axis
componenfs at machine terminals" vortage angles at each
machine rotor are deterrnined by:

#í''Prqwhere PT=

Pr) dt'dt
Electric

e

pov¡er generated,

P¡q=Mechanical porver

to generator,

H = ïnertia constant

}{l,ìI-secs A,Wl-"

of this símple mod.el is that
reactances can be changed or controlled as desired during
the continuous solution. !-'urthermore, rittre modification
is required to the equations to accommodate the d and q
axi-s equations of a furly represented s¡mchronous
One advantage

LL2

condensor" The fiJM continuous sysbem modellíng program
was used as the modelling tool since analogue control
blocks can be easily adapted wiLh its use.
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DTGTTAL EI,ECT¡LTCAL NETI,JORK ANALOGUE PROGdAM
FOR POI.IIER STSTEil{ STABILTTY AND cONTROL STUDTES.

The digital el-ectrieal netrvork analogue
program

(DENA)

is an iterative and dynamic power system program

which a1lor^¡s network parameters ( such as transmission
lines) to be updated every Ëine step in the sorution" rt
was developed using rBMi s continuous system rnoderling
program (CSMP) which allows analogue blocks

to be formed
for modelling machine exciters and goverïlors or any other
control equipment E8] . The DENA program Ís dimensioned.
üo 25 synchrclnous machines and roo transmissÍon lÍnes,
but can be expanded if necessary.
Three main assumptions

of the

program are

firstly,

Iossress transmissi-on rines are modelted. secondly, load.s
are considered constant power roads, Thirdly, the vortage
of a netrn¡ork busbar is estimated fronr an ernpirical funetion

of its angre rerative to the vortage angre of ad.jacent
busbars to luhich ít is rinked through transmission lines.
The nathemal,ical basis of the program i-s as folrovrs:
A transmission ]ine of equivarent series reactance
x1¡ between busbars i and j hetps define a porver angre
function Lij,

I I/+

3i = tiJ = Ei.Ej.tin_6i¡

tijE:Eij,(nrr-t)

where Pi¿J.i = transmission line

power

6ij = voltage -ang}e difference
between busbars i and j
Ei rEir - voltage magnitudes at
respeõtlve"busbars.

ât a system network busbar to which only
transmi-ssion llnes and erectricar road.s are connected, it
is posslbre to deÈermine the vortage angre 6i of busbar
rit if all the power angle function" Li¡ for each
transmission line and voltage angles 6¡ of the imraediately
Thus,

adjacent busbars are

lanown

a

\Pd'
--'J +
61 = à6t"L:-¡
r -or
J=l T

{AII-2)
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Lt: :
./
rJ
j=r

where Pdi

= load

power

at busbar rii"

By sorving this equation at each network busbar

in turn for the fixed time step¡ âr iterative sorution for
busbar voltage angles can be obtained. A suitabre
convergence technÍque is used to accererate the sorution,
Busbar vortage magnitudes, horvever, are approximated

wi-th a resulting

error in solution. rnitial steady state

busbar voltage rnagnitudes and angles are determined from
a load flow study.

Ir5

rhe busbar vortage magnlbud,es d,uring the dynamic
solution are estimated with an approximation technique as,
a

E1

= t,rf-, lsr¡l )

(

ATI-3

As the angres

6ij (v'rhÍch are the voltage angres
across the transrnission rines radiating from bus ril)
increase, then the vortage magnitude E, decreases as a
funcËion v¡hich is cosine in naÈure,
To represent synchronous maehines, ühe porver angre
relationship is derived. from Reference [ff] âsr

L*-

E
6m

EiEå . Sfn 6*
Xå+

Xr

6¡¡

(Arr_4)
where

E{ = e-axis machine internal voltage
behind quadrature transient reaetance
X¡ - any series reactance between maehine
terminals and busbar rir, ê.g.
transmission line and tránsfòrmer
Iealcage reactance

6m

=ffii;ä"Tfl" in radians between E{ and

E1 busbar voltage magnitude
Xq = q-axis synchronous reactance
Xå = d-axis synchronous reactance"

)
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Ihe lnitlal value of E{ can be found, flrstly,

differentiating Equation

by

^åÏI-l+,

L 1 n I cos 2% + E:.8å cos go,
}!
= Ef [---u
ä,6-m
Lxq;Tr - X,Sx¡
qËL -u,
(Arr_5)

J.D. Alnsworth has derived thls
same expression in a different form, ioe.,
From Reference Ï31,

På =
c¡ortr

*

Qo

nt3 coszg*
xq *X¡

where Qo =

+

Ei1

sintm o

(Arr-6)

TåTÐ

reactive por¡rer generated by
the machine.

Equating EquatÍons AfI-5 and AII-6 enable

a

value for E{ to be obtained.
MachÍne darnplng
damping expression

for

is

based on

the classical

synchronous machines derived. usÍng

lnduction motor theory

R

= pi'lra"[-'L
^(

"lsin26*
J-L t*u+xr xå+xLJ
^ì
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+T:lI
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lxçry, qTTil
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such

that

darnpin,g powêr

where rä, rä

=

R.

d6rn

F

Arr_7
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= l;3;iit".iå3';åi:*i1""*f,iln
include effecü of X¡

)

,

TT7

d,q-axÍs eubtransient
- - reactances.

Xä,Xä

The synchronous machine representatíon can now be expressed

1n terms

of

R and L¡¡,

Damping pohrer

+ Synchronising power = Air gap pohrer,

ofr

R.d6m+fryn"6rn-P1 ,
qE

(AII-8)

Air gap pohrer
6m=6q-6:.
6o' = angle of the machine rotor
relative to a fixed
arbitrary frane of reference
6i = angle of busbar to which
machine is attached rel-ative
to the same frane of

where PT =

reference.

Therefore,

R.d(6q _ 6i) + Lm(6q
dt

- 6i) = Pr

(Arr-9¡

air gap power P1 of the nachine can be determined
relative to alr adjacent busbars directly connected. to the
busbar rir to which the machine is attached,
aa
Now,

P1

rr.Lij
=L
J=t
rvhere a

st ELij,
j=I

(Arr-ro)

total number of adjacent
= busbars
to l¡usbar ri¡.

sorving for 61 which is the vortage angre of busbar ?ir

r18

from equations AII-9 and AII-I0,
a

6i=+Luj"rij
H;ã

+6q"þ+¿s"
-H

ãr= ,

(Arr-1r)

+ * )_"i¡
ät + þ
tf,
^' j=I
a

if Ln + + ) tij
j=I

is large,

and.

for normal

power

it has the magnitude of 2OO to 300 second.s-I,
indicating a subtransient effect, the expression for
machÍne busbar voltage angle then is,
systems

a

oi = 2_Ò¡.tij + fu"rî' + tåSt + P¿i
(Aïr_I2)
ì-]
6\^

.)-L

rîm

+ È"t¡
J=t

This expression is used in the iüerative process
which considers busbars to whÍch machines are attached

in rotating

sequence

to

Í.mprove

sorutions for the

terminal busbar voltage angres 61. p¿1 which has been
added to EquaËion Arr-12 represents power to any road on
busbar tiÎ.

rotor velocity is found at the
completion of the total iteratÍon process âs¡
Each machine

qk

ot

/
tnl.tç

LLg

where H

inertla constant
= rotor
1n }M-seconds/tlVA

Pm

A furbher integration gives

= meehanical shaft

Povrer"

rotor angle 6o. Integration

is by Simpsonsr method"
The iteration procedure is based on Equations
Aff-z and AII-12 and continues until error in solution
is reduced to less than a specified amount" The
parameters of each of these two equations are updated
at the end of the iteration procedure at each tÍme step"
A flow chart of the computaÈion process is
shown in Figure L2" A l-isting of the DENA program is
included in this Appendix. A typical job tÍme on the
University of Manitobat s TBM/36O computer for the
thirteen machine power system with dc link and eontrols
as depicted in Figure 3.3 was ["8 minutes (including
conpiling time) for 20 seconds of real time at 0"01
seconds time step.
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Continued.

progrsm nod.elilg t¡e U.S,À.-ltbn:itoba;
pol"Ier
system as shovm 1n Fi8lse 3.3¡ þe3e 44,
Saslcatchev/an.

fiistlng of

DDN.¡1,
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C2=ABR(t2)-Â0R(lll

GC TO t7

C3=^BS(C2l

Cl=Cl ÌCl

I7

c4=c4+ I .0
CONT INUE

c5=K¡,¡:C ¡ /C4
Có=COS(C5l

VNM(Itl=vri(lll/C6
tó c0Nrtilut

* TRÄN

I S5 ION L t ¡IE PÂRAHE IË RS
TL ( tl | = I I la

SI'1

rt(t2t=II34

TL ( I

0l .

T

Tó

7

Tt(221-ìT67
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OYNAH I C
NO SOR T

*TAULT DEFÍNITION

013=SfEP(I0Nl

Ol4=STEP(TOFFI
Ot ( | FB I =FAULTô!f( 0 I 3-D t 4 ¡
Pp=O.O

+AC SYSTEIq BUSBAR

VOLTS

D0 l8 ¡l=t¡Nrl

C4=1.0E-8

Cl=0.o
Do le I2= t,

NTOTAL

LÂx=ABS(L(lt'l2ll
¡F {LAX.Lr.e.OE-7¡ G0 TO t9

C2=ABR(I2l-ABR(tl!
C3=aBS(C2l
C¡=Cl+C3

-

I9
--'

C4=C1 çt "O
COI{TINUE

C5=KNtCllC4
C6=COs I C5 I

PP=PP+Ol(¡1,

l8 vv(lL=VNra{¡tl+C6
l3= t

I2=N8+l

Iol. Il= l2ri¡TOTAL ..- -..
I3t
83=COSlBzl
¡F {ÂNM(ll+1l.EQ"ÂNHtt3}l co To lo2
Vv( t I I =VHOI I ll +83
Pp=Pp+0I(¡ll
-.-... --. GO r0 t0¡
102 I3=I3+l
ÐO

82=KEl+DT(

Bq=KEl+DT( lll
B5=COS(Bal
vvt I I I = (vr40(

PP=PP+DI(lIl

I3-l r*83+vMo( I3

+B5l +o.5
'

l0l l3=l1ll

+DEFINING LINE ANALOGUE II.JDUCTANCE

O0 103 II=l'L2x
l2=aN( I I I

I3=A$( I I I
t2 l -ABR ( I I I +t.OE-8

c L =Â8R (

---. -..- SlNt)=SI Nl C I ¡
t03 L( l2¡ I J l=Vv( I2 I :VV( I3l*SlND./(TL ( I

*DÊF¡NING

I.tACH

INE ANALOGUË

O0 104 I l= I rMX
Iz=^NH(

tl

Lt

+CI I

¡NDUCTATICE AND RËSIS¡AI.ICE

l

I¿l
SlNlo=SIN(DT(tlll
tF (xD( Itt.LT.l.OE-ú'
Cl=Dï(Il¡+Dr(llt
C4=Vv( fel+VV(

GO TO 105

S¡N2D=SIN(ct)

Co520=COS(Crl

-.

I ( I I I àS t N2Ds0.5+VHp ( t I l+SI¡¡
0. t,9.9Ê+6, XÂl I

XAI= ( C4+LK
X( t I l=L l¡ll

T(

C3= (RK2 ( I

) -RK

C2=RKl(lll+RKz(ttl
I

R( I I l= ¿.O/
GO f0 t04

[ ( I I ) ) +COSZ0

lC4i (C2+C3 t I

105 x( I Il=vHPl ¡ l)*SltltrrsVV( I2t./Dl(¡ll

I04

CONT¡NUT
I B=0

ID

I/0I( I I )
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TITEKAIIOI'I ROUTIIJE

25 I6=l

¡B=¡B+l

B3=0.0
P8=0.0

26

00 20 ll=lrM0
?Z ¡3=[¡Hr]
Sr=Ol( I3l

OO

52=0.0

23 I4=I,NfOïAL
!F fLf I3, I4).E0.l.oE-81 G0 fo
sl=sl+DAB( t4l*L( l3r l4l

DO

23

... 22

23

S2=S2+L(l3rl4)
C0rt¡T I NU E

IF (52.EO.o.o'
I3l=Sl/52

GO

10

22

OÁ81

CoNf ¡NUE

l3=tl+NB

Sl=Dt(t3l
IF (ANM(I6+I).E8.ANM(Ió}} GO TO 3I
lF (xo(¡ót.1T"9.08-71 G0 TC 33
I7= l6

S2=0. 0

l5=0

Ió=ló+l
GO T0 32
3r ¡7=¡ô
t5=Ió+l
- Ió=I6+2
S2=x( t5 I

33

ro
l5= l6

G0

32

I 7=O

52=x( l5

I

tó=16+I

32 OA 2l I2=ITNTOTAL
IF (L( L1tl2l.EO.I.OE-81 G0 TO

29 Sf=StlDÂB( l?l +tl

13,

l?l

SZ=S2+Ll13'l2l
..
2I Cof.lr I l.luE
, .. lF f st.Eo.0.o) G0 To 48
IF (l7.EQ.Ot GO TO ¿r¿,
S l+VKt ( I
82=St-S2Êo24

o24={

7 } +VK

DIH(l?)=82

.

8( I

52 lF i 5.LT.l) GO.Ï0
O¡H( t5)=024';x( I5l
82=DIl'1( I5 l +DI¡.t ( I 7 I
G0 TO 47

7}

tX (17 | | /

47

46 lF ls¿.80.0.01 60 r0
O24= SL / s2
B2=DZ4tX( I5l
D Iil{ I5 ) =R2
*ERROR COHPAR I SON
4? B8=O24-DÁ81 tll

49

89=ABS ( 89 |
PB= PB+ B2

'

¡F ( IB.LT.2l KB=o.0
lF ( I B. GÊ.29 t KB=Ù.0
OAB( I tt =DZ4+B9q(B
45 IF (0c.GT.4.0E-051 G0 T0 49
48 813=0.0
G0 TO s0
49 ull=I.0
5O B3=tì3ÌAtl
20 coNr iltuÉ

814=PP-Pß
815=aÙS(ts141

Bl6=50.0*ß14
Kß=Llf{l I (-I.O' l.Ortìl6l

IF (Bl5.Lf .o.00', I G0 IO
63 lF I I 8.68. tB l G0 IO ó2
¡F (RJ.GT.O.5l 60 ÌO 25
B3=1.0

21

{,3

(X

( I 7 } +S2l
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62

60 Il=1,úX
IF lx0( II t.LT. I.0E-8t G0

OO

TO 60

.. Gl=VK7( ¡ll+Dx+0.5äIDIH( III+OAHt fltt
(
G2=DX+0.

t+xc t I l,¡ ( Gl+v(7( I I t )

G3=VKa(lIt+GZ
I2=lrlH( t I )
DT ( f I l=G3-DÂii( I2 l +01( I I

t

DAF(lll=DIM(It)
-------vK7(Itl=Gl
vK8(Itl=c3
VKI I tIl=c? / (R( Il l*0xf
óO CONTINUb
OO óf tt=ITNTOTAL
6l ABRI Il l=DAB(Il t+Aô( rlt*0.0t

ÉOUTPUÍ JNFCRHAT

74ó

I ON

COLJ¡'lI=lB
Âl= ( l)¡ ( I I +VK8(

-.,

*___.

----'

I I t+57.29ó+,1a (5 t
A2=lDI (2¡ +VK8( Zt t+i7.29ó+ÂB (61
al=f 01. | 3l+vK8( 3 I t457"296+AB ( ? I
a4=lDt ( 4t +vK8( 4) )*57.296+Áit (3 I
A5=lDt { 5l rVKg( 5) }r57.¿.ró+aB(91
ao=f Dt (ó| rvKE (6 I I Êt7.Z9ó+ÄtJ( 1Ot
A7=l 0t { 7l rvKS( 7 | | rr7.2e6+Âc ( t I I
A9=(Dl ( 9l +VKJI 9t l*52.29ó+^B( t 3t
al0=lDt( lot +vK8( Iol )+57.296+aet(
Alt=(DI( II | +vK8( tt t ¡+57.29ô+ÀB(

t4l
t5l

--,.4 t2= ( Df { I 2 } +vK ô ( L ?- | | +57
(
"? 9 6}AB t6 t
TL3a= I 2. O+ ( DAB ( 3 t -DAB l4t I r57 .Zje
TL6t= t4. C+ (DAB (6 ¡-DAIJ( 7 | | Èi7.296

AB3=t/\B ( 3 l+57. Z9ó*Âß ( 3 I
ION E Sf IHÄTE

TEXTRAPOLAT

0O

70

70 ¡l=l¡t.lIOfAL

Ga=OAd( Il I
ÐÁB( I I l =G4+G4-u0ÂB(
0ci\B( I I t=G4
c0Àtt It,luÉ

Il

t

SOR, T

T

ftlER DELT=O.ù10, FINTIH=t0"0rPRDEL=C.05

' PRINT COUI{T¡Âl¡A2rÂ3r¡14rÄ5!,16rA7rA9rAì.0rAIl¡Âl2rBl.1ìrpprfL3qrAB3r.".
TLó7
ËN0

PAqANETER TI34=0 .2J46
END

SIDP

| TIó7=0.t27

